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From mkroots at yahoo.com Tue Sep 4 11:43:00 2007
From: mkroots at yahoo.com (Marianne Kane)
Date: Tue Sep 4 11:43:02 2007
Subject: [Genealib] oops
Message-ID: <210460.28431.qm@web52706.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Sorry; please ignore the previous message.
I didn't mean to send to everyone.
Hoping I at least provided someone some needed
Friday afternoon amusement,
M. Kane

___________________________________________________________________________________
_
Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
http://answers.yahoo.com/dir/?link=list&sid=396545433
From tneel at ogs.org Tue Sep 4 12:15:31 2007
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Tue Sep 4 12:14:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Genealogical Soc - Genealogy Librarians'
SeminarOct 12
References: <721906.86638.qm@web52708.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <000d01c7ef0e$d31be5f0$6501a8c0@Librarian>
Marianne,
Thanks for the information about the OLC conference. I'll have to watch more
carefully next year when scheduling. I am an OLC member by being a trustee
at my local public library, but they must have my address/email wrong
because I never get anything. Yes, this may impact a few people.
Thanks.
Tom Neel, OGS Library Director
----- Original Message ----From: "Marianne Kane" <mkroots@yahoo.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2007 7:51 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ohio Genealogical Soc - Genealogy Librarians'
SeminarOct 12
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Tom Neel,
Did you know about this?
http://www.olc.org/ann_conf.asp
The program
anything of
Personally,
that day of

for Friday is shortened and lacking
interest to genealogy people.
I would rather attend your program than
the OLC convention, at least. However--

I know a lot of public library people come to your OGS
librarians' program, so some might have a conflict.

> Not wanting to be a pest but thinking you should be
> aware,
>
> Marianne Kane
> Greene County Public Library
>
> --- Tom Neel <tneel@ogs.org> wrote:
>
>> The Ohio Genealogical Society will offer its 4th
>> Genealogical Librarians' Seminar on Friday, Oct.
>> 12th, 2007, from 9:30 AM to 3:00 PM at the OGS
>> Library, 713 South Main Street, Mansfield OH. In
>> celebration of Family History Month, the event is an
>> educational gathering for professionals who work in
>> the genealogy and local history field in Ohio's
>> libraries. The fee is just $15.00. Add $10.00 if a
>> box lunch is desired. Gwen Mayer, Archivist at the
>> Hudson Library, will explore "Decisions for the
>> Local History Room Archivist". Angela O'Neal,
>> Digital Projects Manager at the Ohio Historical
>> Society, will give us an "Introduction to Digital
>> Projects". Judy James, of the Akron-Summit County
>> Public Library will advise us on "Bringing the
>> Social Aspects into your Study of Genealogy." This
>> will be followed by six mini-topics - among them,
>> "What is Most Helpful to Purchase in Serving the
>> African American Community's Research Needs?" and
>> "Having Second Thoughts about Census Records as the
>> new Standard in Genealogy Again?" After the event,
>> the OGS Library will be open for research until 5:00
>> PM. Contact OGS for a reservation form, menu, and
>> directions - 713 S Main St, Mansfield OH 44907;
>> Phone 419-756-7294; Email tneel@ogs.org; or Web >> www.ogs.org.
>>
>>
>> > _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
___________________________________________________________________________________
_
> Be a better Heartthrob. Get better relationship answers from someone who
> knows. Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
> http://answers.yahoo.com/dir/?link=list&sid=396545433
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From egrundset at dar.org Wed Sep 5 10:12:52 2007
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)

Date: Wed Sep 5 10:12:57 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not have seen.
Message-ID: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
Everyone,
There have been two articles on genealogy in scholarly journals recently
that may not have crossed everyone's desks. I thought some of you might
be interested knowing about in them.
Elizabeth Yakel and Deborah A. Torres. "Genealogists as a 'Community of
Records'." The American Archivist, 70:1 (Spring/Summer 2007), 93-113.
The first author gave a version of this article as a paper at the 2006
Organization of American Historians conference here in Washington. It
was an interesting paper and now an interesting article. Ms. Yakel is a
librarian or archivist in Michigan, and she and her co-author give a
very interesting perspective on genealogical developments in the US in
the late 20th century. You will surely recognize many points as you
read.
Francois Weil. "John Farmer and the Making of American Genealogy." The
New England Quarterly, 80:3 (September 2007), 408-443.
The article is about early American genealogy and a prominent early
American genealogist. It is by an author in France who is writing a book
about "the history of genealogy in American culture", and yet he does
not thank a single genealogist, American or otherwise, in his opening
footnote -- only historians or librarians in historical society
libraries. One wonders if he has even spoken to many American
genealogists or genealogical librarians for his research (Only one
person I know has spoken to him briefly). The article is, however, very
interesting, and worth reading. The book probably will be too, but I
can't help having the same feeling that I had when someone who never
worked at DAR wanted to write a book years ago about doing genealogical
research in our collections. The "inside-the-profession" or
"inside-the-building" viewpoint may be lacking. Stay tuned I guess.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070905/
feb8dc47/attachment.html
From RRoberts at cslib.org Wed Sep 5 12:54:10 2007
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Wed Sep 5 12:49:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not have
seen.
In-Reply-To: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <46DEA6F2.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>

There's also a very interesting article, "Strangled by Roots: The Genealogy Craze
in America" by Steven Pinker in the August 6 issue of The New Republic dealing with
kinship from a social and behavioral perspective.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> "Grundset, Eric" <egrundset@dar.org> 9/5/2007 10:12 AM >>>
Everyone,
There have been two articles on genealogy in scholarly journals recently
that may not have crossed everyone's desks. I thought some of you might
be interested knowing about in them.
Elizabeth Yakel and Deborah A. Torres. "Genealogists as a 'Community of
Records'." The American Archivist, 70:1 (Spring/Summer 2007), 93-113.
The first author gave a version of this article as a paper at the 2006
Organization of American Historians conference here in Washington. It
was an interesting paper and now an interesting article. Ms. Yakel is a
librarian or archivist in Michigan, and she and her co-author give a
very interesting perspective on genealogical developments in the US in
the late 20th century. You will surely recognize many points as you
read.
Francois Weil. "John Farmer and the Making of American Genealogy." The
New England Quarterly, 80:3 (September 2007), 408-443.
The article is about early American genealogy and a prominent early
American genealogist. It is by an author in France who is writing a book
about "the history of genealogy in American culture", and yet he does
not thank a single genealogist, American or otherwise, in his opening
footnote -- only historians or librarians in historical society
libraries. One wonders if he has even spoken to many American
genealogists or genealogical librarians for his research (Only one
person I know has spoken to him briefly). The article is, however, very
interesting, and worth reading. The book probably will be too, but I
can't help having the same feeling that I had when someone who never
worked at DAR wanted to write a book years ago about doing genealogical
research in our collections. The "inside-the-profession" or
"inside-the-building" viewpoint may be lacking. Stay tuned I guess.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
From michaelieuq at mrrl.org Wed Sep 5 14:08:27 2007
From: michaelieuq at mrrl.org (Michaelieu, Qhyrrae )

Date: Wed Sep 5 14:09:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not haveseen.
In-Reply-To: <46DEA6F2.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
References: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
<46DEA6F2.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <395C9A30150CFB4AA80973BAA8A4A1F7012BF8F6@MRRLEX.mrrl.org>
Wow! that was a fascinating article. Thanks for the recommendation.
Kira Michaelieu
Reference/Genealogy
Missouri River Regional Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Richard
Roberts
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 11:54 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not haveseen.
There's also a very interesting article, "Strangled by Roots: The
Genealogy Craze in America" by Steven Pinker in the August 6 issue of
The New Republic dealing with kinship from a social and behavioral
perspective.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au Wed Sep 5 19:07:12 2007
From: Pat_Gee at redcliffe.qld.gov.au (Pat Gee)
Date: Wed Sep 5 19:07:15 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not haveseen.
In-Reply-To: <46DEA6F2.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <3E30C6E96955DC418F37FD4062E4E625F85845@tweeb002.hosted-products.net>
Are any of these articles online?
Regards,
Pat (from Australia)
Local History Librarian
Redcliffe City Library
PO Box 66
Redcliffe Q 4020
Phone: 07 3283 0320
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Richard

Roberts
Sent: Thursday, 6 September 2007 2:54 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not haveseen.
There's also a very interesting article, "Strangled by Roots: The
Genealogy Craze in America" by Steven Pinker in the August 6 issue of
The New Republic dealing with kinship from a social and behavioral
perspective.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> "Grundset, Eric" <egrundset@dar.org> 9/5/2007 10:12 AM >>>
Everyone,
There have been two articles on genealogy in scholarly journals recently
that may not have crossed everyone's desks. I thought some of you might
be interested knowing about in them.
Elizabeth Yakel and Deborah A. Torres. "Genealogists as a 'Community of
Records'." The American Archivist, 70:1 (Spring/Summer 2007), 93-113.
The first author gave a version of this article as a paper at the 2006
Organization of American Historians conference here in Washington. It
was an interesting paper and now an interesting article. Ms. Yakel is a
librarian or archivist in Michigan, and she and her co-author give a
very interesting perspective on genealogical developments in the US in
the late 20th century. You will surely recognize many points as you
read.
Francois Weil. "John Farmer and the Making of American Genealogy." The
New England Quarterly, 80:3 (September 2007), 408-443.
The article is about early American genealogy and a prominent early
American genealogist. It is by an author in France who is writing a book
about "the history of genealogy in American culture", and yet he does
not thank a single genealogist, American or otherwise, in his opening
footnote -- only historians or librarians in historical society
libraries. One wonders if he has even spoken to many American
genealogists or genealogical librarians for his research (Only one
person I know has spoken to him briefly). The article is, however, very
interesting, and worth reading. The book probably will be too, but I
can't help having the same feeling that I had when someone who never
worked at DAR wanted to write a book years ago about doing genealogical
research in our collections. The "inside-the-profession" or
"inside-the-building" viewpoint may be lacking. Stay tuned I guess.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)

202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
*******************************************************************************
Are you Reddy to learn more about our shipshape city?
Visit redcliffe.qld.gov.au for the latest information about award-winning Redcliffe
- Queensland's Tidiest Town 2005.
Better still... why not experience its coastal delights in person? Redcliffe it's Reddy for Anything!
*******************************************************************************
PLEASE NOTE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This message and any attachments may contain privileged and confidential
information
intended only for the use of the addressee/s. Any unauthorised use of this
material
is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender
immediately,
delete the message and destroy any printed or electronic copies.
This Council does not accept any responsibility for any loss or damage that may
result
from viruses or communication errors.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
From jlyles at cvrls.net Wed Sep 5 20:16:59 2007
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Wed Sep 5 20:13:39 2007
Subject: [Genealib] BOYD PUBLISHING COMPANY of Milledgeville, Ga
Message-ID: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911666D5@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Does anyone know if they are still in business? Contact info?
thanks
John Lyles
Archivist
Columbus Public Library
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
jlyles@cvrls.net

From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Thu Sep 6 11:47:51 2007
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Thu Sep 6 11:46:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] EVIDENCE EXPLAINED: Citing Historical Sources from
Artifacts to Cyberspace By Elizabeth Shown Mills
Message-ID: <!~!
UENERkVCMDkAAQACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAAAAAAAAzY1j0b1uQU6Iq0+GonhxDMKAAAAQAAAAXw4+QM7
+eUW0FcZoRJn0SgEAAAAA@genealogical.com>
We are proud to announce the publication of Elizabeth Shown Mills' new
reference work, EVIDENCE EXPLAINED: Citing Historical Sources from Artifacts

to Cyberspace. In our judgment, Mrs. Mills' book is now the definitive guide
to the citation and analysis of historical sources.
EVIDENCE EXPLAINED has two principal uses: it provides citation models for
most historical sources-especially original materials not covered by classic
citation guides. Beyond that it can help us understand each type of record
and identify each in such detail that we and our readers will know not only
where to go to find our source, but, equally important, the nature of that
source so that the evidence can be better interpreted and the accuracy of
our conclusions properly appraised.
Most importantly, Evidence Explained discusses source citations for every
known class of records, including microfilm and microfiche, and records
created by the new digital media:
Websites
Blogs
Digital books and journals
DVDs
CDs
Audio files
Podcasts
To see a full description of EVIDENCE EXPLAINED, please click the following
link:
http://www.genealogical.com/products/Evidence%20Explained%20Citing%20History
%20Sources%20from%20Artifacts%20to%20Cyberspace/3843.html

Best wishes,
Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
Genealogical Publishing Company
800-296-6687, ext. 215
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Sep 6 12:16:01 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Sep 6 12:16:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Strangled by Roots
References: <20070906160016.DC1EBD00DF@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003e01c7f0a1$377a95d0$6401a8c0@DELL>
"Strangled by Roots: The Genealogy Craze in America" by Steven Pinker is online at
http://pinker.wjh.harvard.edu/articles/media/2007.06.08_thenewrepublic.pdf .
A commentary on is at http://washergenes.wordpress.com/2007/08/28/blind-as-agenealogist .
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 05 Sep 2007 12:54:10 -0400
From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not have

seen.
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <46DEA6F2.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
There's also a very interesting article, "Strangled by Roots: The Genealogy Craze
in
America" by Steven Pinker in the August 6 issue of The New Republic dealing with
kinship
from a social and behavioral perspective.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Thu, 6 Sep 2007 09:07:12 +1000
From: Pat Gee <Pat_Gee@redcliffe.qld.gov.au>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not
haveseen.
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3E30C6E96955DC418F37FD4062E4E625F85845@tweeb002.hosted-products.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Are any of these articles online?
Regards,
Pat (from Australia)
Local History Librarian
Redcliffe City Library
PO Box 66
Redcliffe Q 4020
Phone: 07 3283 0320
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Sep 6 14:02:37 2007
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Sep 6 14:03:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Away 7 September 2007 to 9 September 2007
Message-ID: <OF23D2B940.18F148F3-ONCA25734E.00631E33CA25734E.00631E33@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
10/09/2007.

07/09/2007 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175 or by email on pgregory@slv.vic.gov.au.
Thank you
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Thu Sep 6 15:50:28 2007
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Thu Sep 6 15:50:53 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Loyalists of the American Revolution
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070906154659.015a7510@archivecdbooksusa.com>
The following book is free to a good home:
- Lorenzo Sabine, "Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the
American Revolution, With an Historical Essay," 2 volumes (1864)
NOT a reprint. Professionally rebound using original boards and
parts from the original spine.
For description and photo of the book (before rebinding), see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0263
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list). For the history
of our donation program, please visit
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/donations.htm .
Bob Velke
President
Archive CD Books USA
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions of
old books available to the public, to donate original publications to
libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future
generations. Public libraries and qualified membership societies in
the U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site
network license. For a free Institutional Membership, please visit:
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm .
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.484 / Virus Database: 269.13.3 - Release Date: 9/3/2007 12:00 AM
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Thu Sep 6 16:37:46 2007
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Thu Sep 6 16:38:34 2007
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Loyalists of the American Revolution
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070906163707.07013bf0@archivecdbooksusa.com>
These books are taken, thanks.
Bob Velke

Archive CD Books USA
====================
The following book is free to a good home:
- Lorenzo Sabine, "Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the
American Revolution, With an Historical Essay," 2 volumes (1864)
NOT a reprint. Professionally rebound using original boards and
parts from the original spine.
For description and photo of the book (before rebinding), see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0263
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list). For the history
of our donation program, please visit
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/donations.htm .
Bob Velke
President
Archive CD Books USA
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions of
old books available to the public, to donate original publications to
libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future
generations. Public libraries and qualified membership societies in
the U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site
network license. For a free Institutional Membership, please visit:
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm .
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.484 / Virus Database: 269.13.3 - Release Date: 9/3/2007 12:00 AM
From tkemp at mail.newsbank.com Thu Sep 6 22:42:38 2007
From: tkemp at mail.newsbank.com (Kemp, Tom)
Date: Thu Sep 6 22:42:53 2007
Subject: [Genealib] book for young genealogists
Message-ID: <0E6B372E915C2342B2E1CF7FBAAA2FF508A3E5E7@NEMO.nbcorp.newsbank.com>
FYITom

________________________________

From: Valerie A. Metzler [mailto:vmah@keyconn.net]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 3:10 PM
To: The Archives & Archivists (A&A) List
Subject: [archives] book for young genealogists

I got this on my RootsWeb Review.

I have not read the book.

"Young Adult Novel for Budding Genealogists

What do you do with all of the fascinating stories you've gathered
about your ancestors? You could turn them into a young adult novel, as
Stephen Davidson did in "Letters for Elly."

As a fifteen-year-old, Elly has to spend the summer with her greataunt and uncle. Their idea of a good time is visiting graveyards and
researching the family tree. It looks like Elly is doomed to have the
most boring summer of all time until she leans against an ancient
tombstone and begins to receive letters from the past on her laptop
computer. Are they really from seven siblings who lived through the
American Revolution? Using local archives, the Internet, and tombstone
data, Elly attempts to unravel the mystery. At the core of this novel
are the true stories of a family from Redding, Connecticut.

Suitable for inspiring young genealogists or helping students learn
about the loyalist experience, this illustrated paperback is available
for $15.00 CDN, online at www.carterhousetearoom.com"

................................
Valerie A. Metzler, M. A., C. A.
Valerie Metzler Archivist/Historian

114 Ruskin Drive
Altoona, Pennsylvania 16602
814 940 0493
fax 940 0493
vmah@keyconn.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070906/
a27d7b29/attachment.html
From scperkins at gmail.com Sat Sep 8 22:58:34 2007
From: scperkins at gmail.com (steven perkins)
Date: Sat Sep 8 22:58:38 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Two articles on genealogy you may not have seen.
In-Reply-To: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887202FA231E@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <da404fe10709081958k35e5a12s75bce19cba179162@mail.gmail.com>
Professor Nathaniel Lane Taylor has written a multi-part article on
John Farmer and his genealogy that is being published in the New
England Historical and Genealogical Register starting with vol 160,
(October 2006), p 261 "Genealogist John Farmer discovers his ancestry"
and continued in all four issues of vol161. I will alert him to this
article from Francois Weil.
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins
On 9/5/07, Grundset, Eric <egrundset@dar.org> wrote:
>
>
> Everyone,
>
> There have been two articles on genealogy in scholarly journals recently
> that may not have crossed everyone's desks. I thought some of you might be
> interested knowing about in them.
>
> Elizabeth Yakel and Deborah A. Torres. "Genealogists as a 'Community of
> Records'." The American Archivist, 70:1 (Spring/Summer 2007), 93-113.
>
> The first author gave a version of this article as a paper at the 2006
> Organization of American Historians conference here in Washington. It was an
> interesting paper and now an interesting article. Ms. Yakel is a librarian
> or archivist in Michigan, and she and her co-author give a very interesting
> perspective on genealogical developments in the US in the late 20th century.
> You will surely recognize many points as you read.
>
> Francois Weil. "John Farmer and the Making of American Genealogy." The New
> England Quarterly, 80:3 (September 2007), 408-443.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The article is about early American genealogy and a prominent early American
genealogist. It is by an author in France who is writing a book about "the
history of genealogy in American culture", and yet he does not thank a
single genealogist, American or otherwise, in his opening footnote -- only
historians or librarians in historical society libraries. One wonders if he
has even spoken to many American genealogists or genealogical librarians for
his research (Only one person I know has spoken to him briefly). The article
is, however, very interesting, and worth reading. The book probably will be
too, but I can't help having the same feeling that I had when someone who
never worked at DAR wanted to write a book years ago about doing
genealogical research in our collections. The "inside-the-profession" or
"inside-the-building" viewpoint may be lacking. Stay tuned I guess.
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
202-879-3313 (phone)
202-879-3227 (fax)
egrundset@dar.org
_______________________________________________
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genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Steven C. Perkins
SCPerkins@gmail.com
http://stevencperkins.com/
Online Journal of Genetics and Genealogy
http://jgg-online.blogspot.com/
Steven C. Perkins' Genealogy Page
http://stevencperkins.com/genealogy.html
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Sun Sep 9 13:31:22 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Sun Sep 9 13:31:26 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Back to School with Updated Internet Education Directory
Message-ID: <152227.2609.qm@web56101.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Back to School with Updated Internet Education Directory
The Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory:
Scholarly Mega Site Map of World Wide Internet Resources.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
Example Updates:
A.
Pedigree & Lineage Networking: Family Trees
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/archives.htm#Pedigree
In a nutshell, general Pedigree & Lineage Information,
Networking with Family Trees, and notable Social Networking
sites - blog - search function, are all combined with communities
and chat directories, homepage construction and personal
web sites.

B.
Ancestor Roots Information:
OneSource Genealogy and Family History Searchable Databases
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/ancestorrootsinformationdatabases.htm#Databases
Under sub section DATABASES - GENERAL:
. . .
* Online Data Vendors and Information Brokers
There are many websites that sell or provide for free,
personal information about individuals. This information
is gathered from many sources including white pages
listings (directory assistance), publicly-available sources
and public records.
- Data vendors that offer an opt out policy
(Companies that offer a name removal option)
http://www.privacyrights.org/ar/infobrokers-optout.htm
- Data vendors that do not offer an opt out policy
(Companies that do not offer a name removal option)
http://www.privacyrights.org/ar/infobrokers-no-optout.htm
The combined use of these two examples alone, provides
a world wide access to genealogical database resources
and personal contacts, including personal privacy rights.
This scholarly mega site map of world wide Internet
genealogy and family history resources, has a readability
level of Advanced Degree (PhD), (the approximate level
of education necessary to read and understand the web page),
as noted by Website Grader, listed under Genealogy Webmaster
- Webmasters: Link Popularity Resources
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/genealogywebmasters.htm#popularity
Favorite Quote of the Day: D&C 9: 7-8
Behold, you have not understood; you have supposed
that I would give it unto you, when you took no thought
save it was to ask me. But, behold, I say unto you,
that you must study it out in your mind; then you must
ask me if it be right, and if it is right I will cause that your
bosom shall burn within you; therefore, you shall feel
that it is right.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Sep 13 20:11:30 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Sep 13 20:11:57 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Jewish Genealogy Podcast
Message-ID: <014301c7f663$cd150310$6401a8c0@DELL>

Schelly Talalay Dardashti, of "Tracing the Tribe" blog fame, was interviewed about
Jewish
genealogy last week by DearMYRTLE on "DearMYRTLE's Family History Hour." Their
wide-ranging discussion covered
* Sephardic and Ashkenazi genealogy
* the start of Jewish genealogy in the U.S.
* DNA
* JewishGen
* the International Institute of Jewish Genealogy
* the International Association of Jewish Genealogy Societies' Annual Conference on
Jewish
Genealogy, including next August's conference in Chicago.
Schelly was the genealogy columnist for "The Jerusalem Post" from 1999 through
2005.
More details and the link to the free podcast are at
http://blog.dearmyrtle.com/2007/09/dearmyrtles-family-history-hour-4-sept.html .
Enjoy!
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From marshams at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Sep 14 12:09:57 2007
From: marshams at sloma.state.oh.us (Marsha McDevitt-Stredney)
Date: Fri Sep 14 12:08:14 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Encyclopedia of American History digital collection for
State Library of Ohio card holders
Message-ID: <50D2A394B859B34290A44800675359A9026A5313@exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
The Encyclopedia of American History digital collection spanning the
years 1789 to 1969 is now available online to all State Library of Ohio
card holders

Because the U.S. Congressional Serial Set is an historical record of all
aspects of American life it has been called the Encyclopedia of American
History. The Serial Set, which consists of American State Papers, the
House and Senate Documents and the House and Senate Reports bound by
session of Congress, are of special interest to historians, legal
researchers, scholars and genealogists.

The Lexis-Nexis Serial Set digital collection spans the years 1789 to
1969. There is a link to the Serial Set search form on the Government
Information page at www.library.ohio.gov/govinfo/slogovt.html under
Quick Links on the right side of the page. At the prompt to log in, you
must enter your username and patron id. Your patron id is the last nine
digits of the bar code located on the back of your State Library of Ohio
library card. If you do not have a State Library of Ohio card, there is
an online patron registration form at www.library.ohio.gov
/services/publicpatron.html
<http://winslo.state.oh.us/services/publicpatron.html>

If you experience problems logging in, check the Off-Site Access FAQ at
http://www.library.ohio.gov/services/reference/ez_offsitefaq.html

You must use the advanced search form to search the Serial Set.
need assistance searching, please contact the Reference Desk at
614-644-7051.

If you

Marsha McDevitt-Stredney

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Fri Sep 14 13:01:21 2007
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Fri Sep 14 13:02:17 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Gazetteer of Massachusetts
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070914125738.08471460@archivecdbooksusa.com>
The following book is free to a good home:
- Nason, Rev. Elias, "A Gazetteer of the State of Massachusetts with
Numerous Illustrations on Wood and Steel" (Boston, 1874)
NOT a reprint. Professionally rebound using original boards.
For description and photo of the book (before rebinding), see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0248
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list). For the history
of our donation program, please visit
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/donations.htm .
Bob Velke
President
Archive CD Books USA
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions of

old books available to the public, to donate original publications to
libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future
generations. Public libraries and qualified membership societies in
the U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site
network license. For a free Institutional Membership, please visit:
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm .
-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.487 / Virus Database: 269.13.18/1007 - Release Date: 9/13/2007 9:48 PM
From bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com Fri Sep 14 13:38:22 2007
From: bvelke at archivecdbooksusa.com (Bob Velke)
Date: Fri Sep 14 13:38:39 2007
Subject: [Genealib] TAKEN: Gazetteer of Massachusetts
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070914133735.0d121430@archivecdbooksusa.com>
This book is taken.

Thanks.

Bob Velke
Archive CD Books USA
==========
The following book is free to a good home:
- Nason, Rev. Elias, "A Gazetteer of the State of Massachusetts with
Numerous Illustrations on Wood and Steel" (Boston, 1874)
NOT a reprint. Professionally rebound using original boards.
For description and photo of the book (before rebinding), see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0248
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books
USA are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties
should please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society
to bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list). For the history
of our donation program, please visit
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/donations.htm .
Bob Velke
President
Archive CD Books USA
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions of
old books available to the public, to donate original publications to
libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future
generations. Public libraries and qualified membership societies in
the U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site
network license. For a free Institutional Membership, please visit:
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm .

-No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.487 / Virus Database: 269.13.18/1007 - Release Date: 9/13/2007 9:48 PM
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Fri Sep 14 14:02:31 2007
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Fri Sep 14 14:03:27 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Gazetteer of Massachusetts
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20070906154659.015a7510@archivecdbooksusa.com>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20070906154659.015a7510@archivecdbooksusa.com>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FC77C@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Lovely. I thank you.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bob Velke
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2007 1:01 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home: Gazetteer of Massachusetts
The following book is free to a good home:
- Nason, Rev. Elias, "A Gazetteer of the State of Massachusetts with
Numerous Illustrations on Wood and Steel" (Boston, 1874)
NOT a reprint. Professionally rebound using original boards.
For description and photo of the book (before rebinding), see:
http://www.archivecdbooksusa.com/find_acdb.mvc?refid=LIST&p=US0248
The book will be accompanied by a free copy of the digital book on
CD-ROM, a free on-site network license, and free shipping.
In order to share material with as many libraries and societies as
possible, those who have received a donation from Archive CD Books USA
are not eligible for another for 90 days. Interested parties should
please write on behalf of their genealogy library or society to
bvelke@archivecdbooksusa.com (NOT to the list). For the history of our
donation program, please visit
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/donations.htm .
Bob Velke
President
Archive CD Books USA
The Archive CD Books Project exists to make digital reproductions of old
books available to the public, to donate original publications to
libraries and other institutions, and to cooperate with these
repositories to preserve their existing collections for future
generations. Public libraries and qualified membership societies in the
U.S. can get 33%-50% off every CD title and a free on-site network
license. For a free Institutional Membership, please visit:
http://www.ArchiveCDBooksUSA.com/libraries.htm .
--

No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.487 / Virus Database: 269.13.18/1007 - Release Date:
9/13/2007 9:48 PM
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From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Sat Sep 15 21:55:00 2007
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sat Sep 15 21:55:10 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home!
Message-ID: <3B808FDB-73A1-42DD-9133-702C069BC034@yahoo.com>
I have one copy of
Michigan History Directory of Historical Societies, Museums,
Archives, Agencies, and Commissions, 2006-2007, published by the
Historical Society of Michigan.
I am offering it free to a good library home. Public libraries are
preferred. Michigan public libraries will be given preference.
Please email me off list and include your mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
From dlunow at aol.com Sun Sep 16 00:54:30 2007
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sun Sep 16 00:54:43 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a a good home
Message-ID: <8C9C634CD30A90E-2D0-4E55@FWM-D44.sysops.aol.com>
We are a VERY small library in central Texas.
We would LOVE to have the book.
Just please consider us.
thank you,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
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From alexmvsc at elp.rr.com Sun Sep 16 16:15:59 2007
From: alexmvsc at elp.rr.com (alexmvsc@elp.rr.com)
Date: Sun Sep 16 16:16:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
In-Reply-To: <20070916160011.ED916D0050@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

References: <20070916160011.ED916D0050@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Sun Sep 16 17:06:43 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Sun Sep 16 17:06:46 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
In-Reply-To: <c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B01256542@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Since you have Heritage Quest ProQuest will give you a discount on
Ancestry Library Edition. You should probably budget about $1800 a year.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
alexmvsc@elp.rr.com
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2007 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this

information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From cringel at webrary.org Sun Sep 16 17:47:52 2007
From: cringel at webrary.org (Colleen Ringel)
Date: Sun Sep 16 18:22:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
References: <20070916160011.ED916D0050@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
Message-ID: <2028.64.24.45.74.1189979272.squirrel@xserve2.webrary.org>
As previously mentioned, you will get a discount for having HeritageQuest,
however, you will not be able to get remote access. It is not available
for this database.
Colleen Ringel
Reference/Electronic Resources Librarian
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
Voice:(847)929-5116
Main: (847)965-4220
Fax: (847) 965-7903
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
official Library policy.
On Sun, September 16, 2007 3:15 pm, alexmvsc@elp.rr.com wrote:
> Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
> apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
> the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
> local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
> worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
> about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
>
> TIA
> Alexandra Ceely
> El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Sun Sep 16 22:16:34 2007
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Sun Sep 16 22:16:42 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070916185457.023e2cf8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Dear List,

According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman. The nearest
one to me is in the Reference section of the Oakland Public Library
(Calif.) and I have not yet managed to get there to look at it. I do
have an ILL request in for a circulating copy of the 1998 version of
this title, but the 2004 edition includes a CD-ROM.
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis? Is it helpful? Are there other titles covering the
same material which you use more often?
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
I have searched in vain for adequate reviews of this title, and the
information I have found is not consistent as regards what is on the
CD vs. what is in the printed book. Some of the checklists sound
unique and worthwhile, especially if they can be printed and handed
out to patrons, and I am curious about the chapter on "Building the
Genealogical Collection."
All opinions welcome. Please reply to me off-list, unless you are so
enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should buy it, or
so un-enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should avoid it.
THANK YOU!
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Library Committee Member
California Genealogical Society
From wblohm at gailborden.info Mon Sep 17 09:38:22 2007
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Mon Sep 17 09:37:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20070916185457.023e2cf8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Message-ID: <001001c7f930$0431d6b0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis?
Not any more.
Is it helpful?
It is most helpful for librarians who know little or nothing about handling
genealogy questions. I often point it out to new librarians at my library

who have an interest in helping those customers.
Are there other titles covering the same material which you use more often?
Nothing as recent that I know of.
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
Only if you need it for the reasons I mentioned above.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
From mmulholl at ahml.info Mon Sep 17 11:57:59 2007
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Mon Sep 17 11:58:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] These books need a good home...
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E7C@yale.ahml.info>
The following titles need a good home. If you will pay the postage, I
will send them to you. Please let me know which you would like for your
collection.
The History of Lawrence County, Indiana 1818 - 1990
Indiana Source Book & Index vol. V
Transcription of Wunders Cemetery Chicago, Illinois
Monroe County, Wisconsin Pictorial History 1976
Long Grove (Illinois) Lore and Legend
Houses with Names: The Italian Immigrants of Highwood, Illinois
Wuerttemberg Emigration Index Volume Three
Gubbins' New Brunswick Journals 1811 & 1813
Settlers of the Beekman Patent Dutchess County, New York Vol. 1
Historical Records
Thank you very much
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From rwhite at hpl.lib.al.us Mon Sep 17 12:03:38 2007
From: rwhite at hpl.lib.al.us (Richard White)
Date: Mon Sep 17 12:04:00 2007
Subject: [Genealib] These books need a good home...
In-Reply-To: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E7C@yale.ahml.info>
References: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E7C@yale.ahml.info>

Message-ID: <001801c7f944$4f376030$6002010a@hplnet.org>
We'll take them all.

Richard White
Computer Genealogy Librarian
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
915 Monroe Street
Huntsville, AL 35801
256.532.2360
rwhite@hpl.lib.al.us

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 10:58 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] These books need a good home...

The following titles need a good home. If you will pay the postage, I will
send them to you. Please let me know which you would like for your
collection.

The History of Lawrence County, Indiana 1818 - 1990
Indiana Source Book & Index vol. V
Transcription of Wunders Cemetery Chicago, Illinois
Monroe County, Wisconsin Pictorial History 1976
Long Grove (Illinois) Lore and Legend
Houses with Names: The Italian Immigrants of Highwood, Illinois
Wuerttemberg Emigration Index Volume Three
Gubbins' New Brunswick Journals 1811 & 1813
Settlers of the Beekman Patent Dutchess County, New York Vol. 1 Historical
Records

Thank you very much

Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by <http://www.mailscanner.info/> MailScanner, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070917/
a3235344/attachment.html
From mmulholl at ahml.info Mon Sep 17 12:37:20 2007
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Mon Sep 17 12:37:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] The books have found new homes.
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E80@yale.ahml.info>
Months and months on the shelf and gone in just a few minutes.
Thanks.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070917/53e13538/
attachment.html
From bcopeley at nhhistory.org Mon Sep 17 14:46:40 2007
From: bcopeley at nhhistory.org (Bill Copeley)
Date: Mon Sep 17 14:41:05 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
In-Reply-To: <20070917160014.38C8F3E78D0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A60C411@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
I have no idea how they figure price, but we are paying around $2,400 a
year. It is equally used by staff and public.

William Copeley, Reference Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord, NH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 12:00 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10 (alexmvsc@elp.rr.com)
RE: Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10 (Tracy Luscombe)
Re: Re: Ancestry Library Edition (Colleen Ringel)
Seek opinions of a book for librarians (Barbara Hill)
RE: Seek opinions of a book for librarians (William Blohm)
These books need a good home... (Mulholland, Michael)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 14:15:59 -0600
From: alexmvsc@elp.rr.com
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 16:06:43 -0500
From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B01256542@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Since you have Heritage Quest ProQuest will give you a discount on
Ancestry Library Edition. You should probably budget about $1800 a year.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
alexmvsc@elp.rr.com
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2007 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please

note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 16:47:52 -0500 (CDT)
From: "Colleen Ringel" <cringel@webrary.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Ancestry Library Edition
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <2028.64.24.45.74.1189979272.squirrel@xserve2.webrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=iso-8859-1
As previously mentioned, you will get a discount for having
HeritageQuest,
however, you will not be able to get remote access. It is not available
for this database.
Colleen Ringel
Reference/Electronic Resources Librarian
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
Voice:(847)929-5116
Main: (847)965-4220
Fax: (847) 965-7903
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect
official Library policy.
On Sun, September 16, 2007 3:15 pm, alexmvsc@elp.rr.com wrote:
> Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
> apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
> the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
> local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
> worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
> about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
>
> TIA
> Alexandra Ceely
> El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 19:16:34 -0700
From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070916185457.023e2cf8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed
Dear List,
According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman. The nearest
one to me is in the Reference section of the Oakland Public Library
(Calif.) and I have not yet managed to get there to look at it. I do
have an ILL request in for a circulating copy of the 1998 version of
this title, but the 2004 edition includes a CD-ROM.
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis? Is it helpful? Are there other titles covering the
same material which you use more often?
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
I have searched in vain for adequate reviews of this title, and the
information I have found is not consistent as regards what is on the
CD vs. what is in the printed book. Some of the checklists sound
unique and worthwhile, especially if they can be printed and handed
out to patrons, and I am curious about the chapter on "Building the
Genealogical Collection."
All opinions welcome. Please reply to me off-list, unless you are so
enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should buy it, or
so un-enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should avoid
it.
THANK YOU!
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Library Committee Member
California Genealogical Society

-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2007 08:38:22 -0500
From: "William Blohm" <wblohm@gailborden.info>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians

To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001001c7f930$0431d6b0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="US-ASCII"
According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis?
Not any more.
Is it helpful?
It is most helpful for librarians who know little or nothing about
handling
genealogy questions. I often point it out to new librarians at my
library
who have an interest in helping those customers.
Are there other titles covering the same material which you use more
often?
Nothing as recent that I know of.
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
Only if you need it for the reasons I mentioned above.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120

-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2007 10:57:59 -0500
From: "Mulholland, Michael" <mmulholl@ahml.info>
Subject: [Genealib] These books need a good home...
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E7C@yale.ahml.info>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
The following titles need a good home. If you will pay the postage, I
will send them to you. Please let me know which you would like for your
collection.
The History of Lawrence County, Indiana 1818 - 1990
Indiana Source Book & Index vol. V
Transcription of Wunders Cemetery Chicago, Illinois
Monroe County, Wisconsin Pictorial History 1976

Long Grove (Illinois) Lore and Legend
Houses with Names: The Italian Immigrants of Highwood, Illinois
Wuerttemberg Emigration Index Volume Three
Gubbins' New Brunswick Journals 1811 & 1813
Settlers of the Beekman Patent Dutchess County, New York Vol. 1
Historical Records
Thank you very much
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070917/314
46033/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
****************************************
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Mon Sep 17 19:13:57 2007
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Mon Sep 17 19:13:39 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
References: <ADF486B25AAD414A970790B1E68A632A60C411@exchange.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <024801c7f980$6de87730$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Ancestry pricing is based on the population of the area your library serves.
We pay a little less than Bill as Concord NH is about 40,000 people and
Northampton, MA is about 30,000.
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: "Bill Copeley" <bcopeley@nhhistory.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 2:46 PM
Subject: [Genealib] RE: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
I have no idea how they figure price, but we are paying around $2,400 a

year.

It is equally used by staff and public.

William Copeley, Reference Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord, NH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2007 12:00 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10 (alexmvsc@elp.rr.com)
RE: Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10 (Tracy Luscombe)
Re: Re: Ancestry Library Edition (Colleen Ringel)
Seek opinions of a book for librarians (Barbara Hill)
RE: Seek opinions of a book for librarians (William Blohm)
These books need a good home... (Mulholland, Michael)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 14:15:59 -0600
From: alexmvsc@elp.rr.com
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <c8adbc0f15a93.15a93c8adbc0f@texas.rr.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 16:06:43 -0500
From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B01256542@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Since you have Heritage Quest ProQuest will give you a discount on
Ancestry Library Edition. You should probably budget about $1800 a year.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
alexmvsc@elp.rr.com
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2007 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 10
Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
TIA
Alexandra Ceely
El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and

paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 16:47:52 -0500 (CDT)
From: "Colleen Ringel" <cringel@webrary.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Ancestry Library Edition
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <2028.64.24.45.74.1189979272.squirrel@xserve2.webrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=iso-8859-1
As previously mentioned, you will get a discount for having
HeritageQuest,
however, you will not be able to get remote access. It is not available
for this database.
Colleen Ringel
Reference/Electronic Resources Librarian
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
Voice:(847)929-5116
Main: (847)965-4220
Fax: (847) 965-7903
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect
official Library policy.
On Sun, September 16, 2007 3:15 pm, alexmvsc@elp.rr.com wrote:
> Just a quick question I'm sure has already been answered, so my
> apologies. Our public library is thinking about getting Ancestry for
> the Border Heritage Center. We already have HeritageQuest, but our
> local Family History center doesn't have Ancestry, so it might be
> worth it. Can anyone give me a ballpark on price? We are also thinking
> about remote access, though we'll have to get software for that.
>
> TIA
> Alexandra Ceely
> El Paso Public Library (volunteer)
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2007 19:16:34 -0700
From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20070916185457.023e2cf8@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed
Dear List,
According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman. The nearest
one to me is in the Reference section of the Oakland Public Library
(Calif.) and I have not yet managed to get there to look at it. I do
have an ILL request in for a circulating copy of the 1998 version of
this title, but the 2004 edition includes a CD-ROM.
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis? Is it helpful? Are there other titles covering the
same material which you use more often?
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
I have searched in vain for adequate reviews of this title, and the
information I have found is not consistent as regards what is on the
CD vs. what is in the printed book. Some of the checklists sound
unique and worthwhile, especially if they can be printed and handed
out to patrons, and I am curious about the chapter on "Building the
Genealogical Collection."
All opinions welcome. Please reply to me off-list, unless you are so
enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should buy it, or
so un-enthusiastic that you think other list subscribers should avoid
it.
THANK YOU!
Barbara Hill
<bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Library Committee Member
California Genealogical Society

-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2007 08:38:22 -0500

From: "William Blohm" <wblohm@gailborden.info>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Seek opinions of a book for librarians
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001001c7f930$0431d6b0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
According to WorldCat, a couple of hundred libraries own a copy of
"The librarian's guide to genealogical services and research" by
James Swan (2004 edition), published by Neal-Schuman
My questions for list subscribers:
Does anyone who has this title in their collection use it on a
regular basis?
Not any more.
Is it helpful?
It is most helpful for librarians who know little or nothing about
handling
genealogy questions. I often point it out to new librarians at my
library
who have an interest in helping those customers.
Are there other titles covering the same material which you use more
often?
Nothing as recent that I know of.
Do you think it would be worth purchasing (for the list price of $75)
for a genealogical society library? (My library committee members
are balking at the price and want me to justify it. But I come from
a work environment in which science books costing hundreds of dollars
are purchased without so much as a second thought.)
Only if you need it for the reasons I mentioned above.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120

-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2007 10:57:59 -0500
From: "Mulholland, Michael" <mmulholl@ahml.info>
Subject: [Genealib] These books need a good home...
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987F65E7C@yale.ahml.info>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
The following titles need a good home. If you will pay the postage, I
will send them to you. Please let me know which you would like for your
collection.
The History of Lawrence County, Indiana 1818 - 1990
Indiana Source Book & Index vol. V

Transcription of Wunders Cemetery Chicago, Illinois
Monroe County, Wisconsin Pictorial History 1976
Long Grove (Illinois) Lore and Legend
Houses with Names: The Italian Immigrants of Highwood, Illinois
Wuerttemberg Emigration Index Volume Three
Gubbins' New Brunswick Journals 1811 & 1813
Settlers of the Beekman Patent Dutchess County, New York Vol. 1
Historical Records
Thank you very much
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070917/314
46033/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 48, Issue 11
****************************************
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From comanchepl at verizon.net Mon Sep 17 19:34:03 2007
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Mon Sep 17 19:34:20 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealib Digest, Vol. 48, Issue 11
Message-ID: <003b01c7f983$3b987e30$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
In the midst of rural Texas with a service population of just under 10,000, we were
quoted $1,000. per year for 1 in-house machine. Apparently this is the lowest
available rate and our population was in the smallest category.
Margaret T. Waring
Comanche Public Library
311 N. Austin St.
Comanche, Texas 76442
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070917/
d0cd24a6/attachment.html
From pjhowes at verizon.net Tue Sep 18 09:41:18 2007
From: pjhowes at verizon.net (Peter Howes)

Date: Tue Sep 18 09:42:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing Genealogical Records
Message-ID: <46EFD57E.2090901@verizon.net>
The Dennis (MA) Historical Society is seeking to digitize some unusual
Dennis town records containing genealogical information, and is looking
for a possible company to accomplish this effort. The issue is that the
documents are 18x24 inches, and are from the 1820-1870 period. Both the
size and age of the documents require a company with the proper
equipment & procedures.
I would appreciate any suggestions sent to me at phowes@verizon.net as
the most expedient route.
Sincerely,
Peter Howes
Vice-President
Dennis Historical Society
From Laurie.Mahaffey at ctls.net Tue Sep 18 10:37:18 2007
From: Laurie.Mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Tue Sep 18 10:37:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing Genealogical Records
In-Reply-To: <46EFD57E.2090901@verizon.net>
References: <46EFD57E.2090901@verizon.net>
Message-ID: <000c01c7fa01$6a24b3d0$0446a8c0@CTLSINC.local>
You are fortunate to be close to the Northeast Document Conservation Center,
www.nedcc.org/home.php.
Telephone number is 978-470-1010. Call them & see if they don't have some
good ideas for you.
Good luck.
Laurie
Central Texas Library System
Austin, TX

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Peter Howes
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:41 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing Genealogical Records

The Dennis (MA) Historical Society is seeking to digitize some unusual
Dennis town records containing genealogical information, and is looking
for a possible company to accomplish this effort. The issue is that the
documents are 18x24 inches, and are from the 1820-1870 period. Both the

size and age of the documents require a company with the proper
equipment & procedures.

I would appreciate any suggestions sent to me at phowes@verizon.net as
the most expedient route.

Sincerely,

Peter Howes
Vice-President
Dennis Historical Society
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/0de8440c/
attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Tue Sep 18 13:47:21 2007
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Tue Sep 18 13:47:25 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
In-Reply-To: <20070825160015.E2731D0125@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been
retained
by our company.
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release
information and pricing updates. The frequency varies, but rarely more
than
a dozen a month. How do you sign up for this? Just reply to this email
and
tell us you want us to add you. Feel free to share this invitation with

anyone. If you don't want to be on our list, do nothing, as your email
contact will be purged from our system, possibily by the time you read
this.
Please keep us in mind as a resourse, our full listings can be found
24/7 at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog. If you prefer a catalog by mail,
ask
for one - we can send it on CD, or a printed one. We also do library
rebinds, and publishing of all sorts. We'd like to be a solution for
your
needs.
You can check new listings, reprints, updated editions or new pricing out
yourself at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/catadd.html at any time. The
Gregath Publishing Company deals in some resources exclusive to our company, as
well as handling many other author and publisher work.
Please find our newest research book announcement to follow:
The Gregath Publishing Company is pleased to announce the following
genealogy resource books now available to order through our company:
The 49er's, Articles about the 49er's, in the Missouri Republican
Volume 4,
by Kenneth E. Weant, 2005. 8?x11", softbound book, 142 pages. January
3,
1851 to March 26, 1864, 2262+ names indexed by state and MO County.
AD2147-$29.00
Lafayette County, Missouri Volume 5, by Kenneth E. Weant, 2007.
8?x11",
softbound book, 238 pages. Lexington, The Lexington Intelligencer 4370
Deaths and Chronological Index to Selected Articles, January 13, 1885
to
December 28, 1895. AD2144-$29.00
Books may be ordered by mail at PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370, by
Visa or
MasterCard by telephone at 918-542-4148 (generally M-F 9-noon and 1-4
CT),
or PayPal - this address.
All orders are subject to standard shipping and handling: $9 for first
title/item and $2 each additional. Orders sent Priority USPS unless
otherwise noted or requested.
We do accept purchase orders from libraries.
pre-paid.

All other orders must be

Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com - without the spaces
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Mailing address: PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370
Physical address: 61101 E 140 RD, Miami, OK 74354
Carrie's Corner

carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're
absolutely right." ? Henry Ford

--------------------------------Be a better Globetrotter. Get better travel answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/71663fdf/
attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Tue Sep 18 14:02:35 2007
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Tue Sep 18 14:03:06 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Away 7 September 2007 to 9 September 2007
Message-ID: <OF7AFFFB15.2DECE399-ONCA25735A.00631D1DCA25735A.00631D1D@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
21/09/2007.

19/09/2007 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175 or by email on pgregory@slv.vic.gov.au.
Thank you
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From dlunow at aol.com Tue Sep 18 15:34:28 2007
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Sep 18 15:34:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
In-Reply-To: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <8C9C8420FCE81F1-958-64F0@FWM-M04.sysops.aol.com>
Carrie Cook
Are most of your books bound soft / hard/ spiral/ ????
I am only interested in HARD COVER, library bound. Most of the time.
I do occasionally buy others if the books in one I really want and that is the only
way I can get it.
Next I prefer unbound so I can have it hard bound.
Thanks,
Diane
Stagecoach Library

-----Original Message----From: Carrie Cook <carriescorner@yahoo.com>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tue, 18 Sep 2007 12:47 pm
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation

Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been
retained
by our company.
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release
information and pricing updates. The frequency varies, but rarely more
than
a dozen a month. How do you sign up for this? Just reply to this email
and
tell us you want us to add you. Feel free to share this invitation with
anyone. If you don't want to be on our list, do nothing, as your email
contact will be purged from our system, possibily by the time you read
this.
Please keep us in mind as a resourse, our full listings can be found
24/7 at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog. If you prefer a catalog by mail,
ask
for one - we can send it on CD, or a printed one. We also do library
rebinds, and publishing of all sorts. We'd like to be a solution for
your
needs.
You can check new listings, reprints, updated editions or new pricing?out yourself
at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/catadd.html at any time. The Gregath
Publishing Company deals in some resources exclusive to our company, as well as
handling many other author and publisher work.
Please find our newest research book announcement to follow:
The Gregath Publishing Company is pleased to announce the following
genealogy resource books now available to order through our company:
The 49er's, Articles about the 49er's, in the Missouri Republican
Volume 4,
by Kenneth E. Weant, 2005. 8?x11", softbound book, 142 pages. January
3,
1851 to March 26, 1864, 2262+ names indexed by state and MO County.
AD2147-$29.00
Lafayette County, Missouri Volume 5, by Kenneth E. Weant, 2007.
8?x11",
softbound book, 238 pages. Lexington, The Lexington Intelligencer 4370
Deaths and Chronological Index to Selected Articles, January 13, 1885

to
December 28, 1895. AD2144-$29.00
Books may be ordered by mail at PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370, by
Visa or
MasterCard by telephone at 918-542-4148 (generally M-F 9-noon and 1-4
CT),
or PayPal - this address.
All orders are subject to standard shipping and handling: $9 for first
title/item and $2 each additional. Orders sent Priority USPS unless
otherwise noted or requested.
We do accept purchase orders from libraries.? All other orders must be
pre-paid.
Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com - without the spaces
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Mailing address: PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370
Physical address: 61101 E 140 RD, Miami, OK 74354

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com ?
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're absolutely
right." ?? Henry Ford

Be a better Globetrotter. Get better travel answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
_______________________________________________
enealib mailing list
enealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
ttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/2564d302/
attachment.html
From pkuhfittig at wi.rr.com Tue Sep 18 15:51:21 2007
From: pkuhfittig at wi.rr.com (Mary Kay)
Date: Tue Sep 18 15:53:53 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation

References: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <001901c7fa2d$52edffb0$bfb01e41@MaryKaycomputer>
Please add me to your e-list.
Mary Kay Kuhfittig
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/76ad2a0b/
attachment.html
From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Tue Sep 18 16:18:07 2007
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL@aol.com)
Date: Tue Sep 18 16:18:33 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Message-ID: <cc0.1b8741f0.34218c7f@aol.com>
In a message dated 9/18/2007 2:36:13 PM Central Daylight Time, dlunow@aol.com
writes:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Carrie Cook
Are most of your books bound soft / hard/ spiral/ ????
I am only interested in HARD COVER, library bound. Most of the time.
I do occasionally buy others if the books in one I really want and that is
the only way I can get it.
Next I prefer unbound so I can have it hard bound.
Thanks,
Diane
Stagecoach Library

My primary books, are a self published research tome in two volumes, hard
cover and sold mainly for use in research, historic, genealogy libraries and
museums.
Each volume is 8-1/2" x 11" and each volume contains about 500 pages of
alphabetically arranged records consisting of military and basic genealogy of more
than 3,600 US Submarine men lost during WWII. The work also contains the
stories of the 52 lost boats (US Submarines).
The third Edition of the books will soon be out of print. However most all
the material, plus some revisions are available on CD-ROM's.
Edition four, with substantial updates are being planned for release sometime
about mid 2008.
Also: US SUBMARINE MEN LOST DURING WWII
See the following for a description of the work.
http://www.subvetpaul.com/Diedwwii.htm
A. State Index (Spiral Bound) and a CD is included with the third edition
books.
There are men from every state listed.

Other supplements are usually spiral bound.
NY State research on ALL submarine men, by another author.
A roster of names, rates or ranks of all the US men and passengers is
available.
An Anthology of stories told by the men who were there at the time, was soft
cover, now out of print.
Thank you for your interest.
Paul W. Wittmer
subvetpaul@aol.com

**************************************
See what's new at http://www.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/06b75ce7/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Tue Sep 18 17:06:18 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Tue Sep 18 16:46:32 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
References: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <004b01c7fa37$c21611c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Please add.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
treviawbeverly@comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: Carrie Cook
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 12:47 PM
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been
retained
by our company.
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release
information and pricing updates. The frequency varies, but rarely more
than
a dozen a month. How do you sign up for this? Just reply to this email
and
tell us you want us to add you. Feel free to share this invitation with
anyone. If you don't want to be on our list, do nothing, as your email
contact will be purged from our system, possibily by the time you read

this.
Please keep us in mind as a resourse, our full listings can be found
24/7 at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog. If you prefer a catalog by mail,
ask
for one - we can send it on CD, or a printed one. We also do library
rebinds, and publishing of all sorts. We'd like to be a solution for
your
needs.
You can check new listings, reprints, updated editions or new pricing out
yourself at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/catadd.html at any time. The
Gregath Publishing Company deals in some resources exclusive to our company, as
well as handling many other author and publisher work.
Please find our newest research book announcement to follow:
The Gregath Publishing Company is pleased to announce the following
genealogy resource books now available to order through our company:
The 49er's, Articles about the 49er's, in the Missouri Republican
Volume 4,
by Kenneth E. Weant, 2005. 8?x11", softbound book, 142 pages. January
3,
1851 to March 26, 1864, 2262+ names indexed by state and MO County.
AD2147-$29.00
Lafayette County, Missouri Volume 5, by Kenneth E. Weant, 2007.
8?x11",
softbound book, 238 pages. Lexington, The Lexington Intelligencer 4370
Deaths and Chronological Index to Selected Articles, January 13, 1885
to
December 28, 1895. AD2144-$29.00
Books may be ordered by mail at PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370, by
Visa or
MasterCard by telephone at 918-542-4148 (generally M-F 9-noon and 1-4
CT),
or PayPal - this address.
All orders are subject to standard shipping and handling: $9 for first
title/item and $2 each additional. Orders sent Priority USPS unless
otherwise noted or requested.
We do accept purchase orders from libraries.
pre-paid.

All other orders must be

Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com - without the spaces
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Mailing address: PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370
Physical address: 61101 E 140 RD, Miami, OK 74354

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com

http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're absolutely
right." - Henry Ford
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Be a better Globetrotter. Get better travel answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/98347128/
attachment.html
From janette at hardemanlibrary.org Tue Sep 18 17:36:46 2007
From: janette at hardemanlibrary.org (janette@hardemanlibrary.org)
Date: Tue Sep 18 17:36:48 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Message-ID: <W51263134216711190151406@webmail28>
Please add
Janette Tigner
Bolivar Hardeman County Library
janette@hardemanlibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Carrie Cook [mailto:carriescorner@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 01:47 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been
retained
by our company.
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release
information and pricing updates. The frequency varies, but rarely more
than
a dozen a month. How do you sign up for this? Just reply to this email
and
tell us you want us to add you. Feel free to share this invitation with

anyone. If you don't want to be on our list, do nothing, as your email
contact will be purged from our system, possibily by the time you read
this.
Please keep us in mind as a resourse, our full listings can be found
24/7 at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog. If you prefer a catalog by mail,
ask
for one - we can send it on CD, or a printed one. We also do library
rebinds, and publishing of all sorts. We'd like to be a solution for
your
needs.
You can check new listings, reprints, updated editions or new pricing out yourself
at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/catadd.html at any time. The Gregath
Publishing Company deals in some resources exclusive to our company, as well as
handling many other author and publisher work.
Please find our newest research book announcement to follow:
The Gregath Publishing Company is pleased to announce the following
genealogy resource books now available to order through our company:
The 49er's, Articles about the 49er's, in the Missouri Republican
Volume 4,
by Kenneth E. Weant, 2005. 8?x11", softbound book, 142 pages. January
3,
1851 to March 26, 1864, 2262+ names indexed by state and MO County.
AD2147-$29.00
Lafayette County, Missouri Volume 5, by Kenneth E. Weant, 2007.
8?x11",
softbound book, 238 pages. Lexington, The Lexington Intelligencer 4370
Deaths and Chronological Index to Selected Articles, January 13, 1885
to
December 28, 1895. AD2144-$29.00
Books may be ordered by mail at PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370, by
Visa or
MasterCard by telephone at 918-542-4148 (generally M-F 9-noon and 1-4
CT),
or PayPal - this address.
All orders are subject to standard shipping and handling: $9 for first
title/item and $2 each additional. Orders sent Priority USPS unless
otherwise noted or requested.
We do accept purchase orders from libraries. All other orders must be
pre-paid.
Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com - without the spaces
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Mailing address: PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370
Physical address: 61101 E 140 RD, Miami, OK 74354
Carrie's Corner

carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're absolutely
right." ? Henry Ford
-----------------------------------------------------------Be a better Globetrotter. Get better travel answers from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070918/25f3d76c/
attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Wed Sep 19 09:10:14 2007
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)
Date: Wed Sep 19 09:12:07 2007
Subject: [Genealib] FROM THE MODERATOR: Please read
References: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
<004b01c7fa37$c21611c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Message-ID: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8B1B@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
To all:
If you are going to reply to someone asking if you'd like to be put on their
mailing list, respond *directly* to that person, and not to the entire list.
other subscribers to GENEALIB do not need to see your response.
*Please* pay attention to where your responses are going.
Thanks,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2776 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/
e210f247/attachment.bin
From KOReilly at oshawalibrary.on.ca Wed Sep 19 09:15:19 2007
From: KOReilly at oshawalibrary.on.ca (Kim O'Reilly)
Date: Wed Sep 19 09:15:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: FROM THE MODERATOR: Please read
In-Reply-To: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8B1B@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
References: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
<004b01c7fa37$c21611c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
<83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8B1B@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<421185DFADEAF14BBB5D0435269C42D9074A83EF@SRVEXCHANGE.city.oshawa.on.local>

1000

I wish to unsubscribe. Thanks.
koreilly@oshawalibrary.on.ca
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
>Smith, Andrew M.
>Sent: September 19, 2007 9:10 AM
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>Subject: FROM THE MODERATOR: Please read
>
>To all:
>
>If you are going to reply to someone asking if you'd like to
>be put on their mailing list, respond *directly* to that
>person, and not to the entire list. 1000 other subscribers to
>GENEALIB do not need to see your response.
>
>*Please* pay attention to where your responses are going.
>
>Thanks,
>
>Drew Smith
>GENEALIB List Administrator
>
>Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
>Information Literacy Librarian
>Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library University of South
>Florida amsmith@lib.usf.edu
>813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)
>
From marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org Wed Sep 19 09:34:52 2007
From: marjorie.bardeen at lancasterhistory.org (Marge Bardeen)
Date: Wed Sep 19 09:30:45 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Job Listing
Message-ID: <000701c7fac1$dbec5840$4c5942a6@lchs.lancasterhistory.org>
DIRECTOR OF LIBRARY SERVICES
Director of Library Services
The Lancaster County Historical Society in Lancaster, PA seeks a senior
level appointment for Director of Library Services. The Director will join a
leadership team to assist the President & CEO with the management of a
premier regional historical society. Located on seven acres amidst an
arboretum and adjacent to President James Buchanan?s Wheatland estate, the
historical society is partner in a new initiative to create a Campus of
History dedicated to educating the public on the history of country,
commonwealth and county. The Campus of History will seek to integrate the
strengths and resources of both organizations as it plans for expanded
facilities. In addition to the 15,000 plus volume library, the historical
society includes rich collections of eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth
century journals, manuscripts, rare books, maps, architectural drawings,
photographs, county records and genealogical resources.
The Director of Library Services will be responsible for the administration,
preservation, and management of all library collections and the

administration of public access to both the library and archival
collections. The successful candidate will supervise a professional staff
of librarians, genealogist, research assistants and volunteers as well as
work closely with Director of Archival Services, Director of History on the
Web and Stauffer Curator, the IT specialist and administrative members of
the leadership team. The Director of Library Services will also participate
in collaborative initiatives with other local and regional libraries and
will coordinate the application of new library information technologies to
enhance public access to the collections.
Job Requirements:
Masters degree from an accredited library program, experience in developing
library-based public programs, a track record of leadership in the library
field, a customer-service oriented philosophy and a desire to work with
users of all ages. Experience or coursework in historical and genealogical
collections management as well as a broad understanding of library
information technologies is required. Experience with database management,
grant writing and teaching is a plus. The successful candidate will have
the ability to reach out and work with all levels of users and staff. The
candidate will have the ability to set and achieve departmental priorities
and to inspire a team of professionals dedicated to serving a broad
patron/customer base.
This is a full time, senior management position with health and retirement
benefit packages. Please send a formal cover letter with salary
requirements, a detailed resume, and any additional material that you
believe will advance your candidacy to Library Search Committee, % Donna
Pflum, Lancaster County Historical Society, 230 N. President Ave.,
Lancaster, Pa. 17603 or you may submit the above materials electronically to
: DirofLibrary@lancasterhistory.org. Formal review of applications will
begin on October 15, 2007.
Lancaster County Pennsylvania combines a vibrant city with a focus for the
arts and a rural community with a rich agricultural heritage. Lancaster
County is steeped in more than 300 years of history and is home to 500,000
culturally diverse inhabitants.
Marjorie R. Bardeen
Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 392-4633 ex. 108
www.lancasterhistory.org

From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Wed Sep 19 09:43:13 2007
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Wed Sep 19 09:43:45 2007
Subject: [Genealib] A New Genealogy Librarian Opening in Fort Wayne
References: <46F0D3BC020000690001F6FE@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0D404020000690001F701@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0D48F020000690001F704@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0ECCC020000690001F72B@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>

<46F0ED87020000690001F72E@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0EEBA020000690001F731@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0EEC5020000690001F734@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
<46F0EF31020000690001F737@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <46F0EF31.A5B4.0069.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
It has been an exciting year for the Genealogy Center of the Allen County Public
Library. Moving to our new and greatly expanded facility has given us wonderful
space in which to serve our customers. And we had such a fine time hosting the
recent FGS conference. I know some of you were able to attend that conference. If
you're like me, you find those conference days of networking and camaraderie so
exhilarating.
Just days after the conference, we were successful in filling an open reference
librarian position in our Genealogy Center with a very talented professional from
the Tampa/Hillsborough County, Florida area. We are looking forward to her start
with us on October 1st.
Now we find ourselves in the position of continuing the search for another talented
reference librarian with interest and expertise in family history as one of our
colleagues is changing directions and focus within the library field. If you are
interested in exploring this position or know of any librarians who might be
interested in serving genealogists in a very collegial atmosphere among a very
strong collection, please see the listing for the job at our library's website:
<www.acpl.lib.in.us/hr/index.html>
These are truly the best of times for genealogy librarians working at the Allen
County Public Library. The new building, the expanded space for the Center, the
deployment of new technologies, and the new programming initiatives will continue
to make this an exciting and energizing place to work.
If anyone would like to communicate directly with someone here at the Allen County
Public Library, please feel free to contact me <CWitcher@ACPL.Info> or our Human
Resources Manager, Peter Ford <PFord@ACPL.Info>.

Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Wed Sep 19 13:23:13 2007
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Wed Sep 19 13:23:17 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: New book listings in your inbox invitation
In-Reply-To: <20070919160017.EC021D005F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <865019.84215.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>

Oops! Sorry about the first part of that email. I used part of another email. The
invitation stands, but you email address has not been taken from anywhere. This is
a list only contact.
Thanks,
Carrie
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
...Message: 1
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2007 10:47:21 -0700 (PDT)
From: Carrie Cook
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been
retained....
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're
absolutely right." ? Henry Ford

--------------------------------Got a little couch potato?
Check out fun summer activities for kids.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/
edb8b994/attachment.html
From nvoyles at hcpl.org Wed Sep 19 13:29:05 2007
From: nvoyles at hcpl.org (Nancy Voyles)
Date: Wed Sep 19 13:28:56 2007
Subject: [Genealib] book for young genealogists
In-Reply-To: <0E6B372E915C2342B2E1CF7FBAAA2FF508A3E5E7@NEMO.nbcorp.newsbank.com>
References: <0E6B372E915C2342B2E1CF7FBAAA2FF508A3E5E7@NEMO.nbcorp.newsbank.com>
Message-ID: <004a01c7fae2$9d22e090$d768a1b0$@org>
That sounds like a good book.

Are we ordering it?

Nancy Voyles
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kemp, Tom
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2007 9:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] book for young genealogists

FYITom

_____
From: Valerie A. Metzler [mailto:vmah@keyconn.net]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 3:10 PM
To: The Archives & Archivists (A&A) List
Subject: [archives] book for young genealogists

I got this on my RootsWeb Review.

I have not read the book.

"Young Adult Novel for Budding Genealogists

What do you do with all of the fascinating stories you've gathered
about your ancestors? You could turn them into a young adult novel, as
Stephen Davidson did in "Letters for Elly."

As a fifteen-year-old, Elly has to spend the summer with her greataunt and uncle. Their idea of a good time is visiting graveyards and
researching the family tree. It looks like Elly is doomed to have the
most boring summer of all time until she leans against an ancient
tombstone and begins to receive letters from the past on her laptop
computer. Are they really from seven siblings who lived through the
American Revolution? Using local archives, the Internet, and tombstone
data, Elly attempts to unravel the mystery. At the core of this novel
are the true stories of a family from Redding, Connecticut.

Suitable for inspiring young genealogists or helping students learn

about the loyalist experience, this illustrated paperback is available
for $15.00 CDN, online at www.carterhousetearoom.com"

................................
Valerie A. Metzler, M. A., C. A.
Valerie Metzler Archivist/Historian
114 Ruskin Drive
Altoona, Pennsylvania 16602
814 940 0493
fax 940 0493
vmah@keyconn.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/
ce458a89/attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Wed Sep 19 13:37:19 2007
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Wed Sep 19 13:37:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: New book listings in your inbox invitation - SB type
In-Reply-To: <20070919160017.EC021D005F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <735282.50205.qm@web51411.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Thanks for everyon's interest. If you don't feel an email will benefit the group,
feel free to email offlist. The question about types of SB though may be of use to
all so...
The Gregath Publishing Company publishes in several different standard softbound
formats. Any order prefix with a G or R can be ordered unbound by libraries - we
retain the manuscripts and can produce clean book blocks as service tha is priceoffset by paying the bound purchase price. As we do not produce all prefix AD
books, we do not always have the specific binding type to provide. However, due to
your question, I will try to provide specific types to the library list in the
future. FYI - all books by Kenneth Weant are plastic comb bound.
Thanks again,
Carrie Cook, Vice President/Webmaster
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Message: 1
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2007 10:47:21 -0700 (PDT)
...Greetings,...
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release...
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're
absolutely right." ? Henry Ford

--------------------------------Catch up on fall's hot new shows on Yahoo! TV. Watch previews, get listings, and
more!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/
fed1cd1e/attachment.html
From parpart at missoula.lib.mt.us Wed Sep 19 14:50:43 2007
From: parpart at missoula.lib.mt.us (Paulette Parpart)
Date: Wed Sep 19 14:48:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
In-Reply-To: <652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
References: <20070825160015.E2731D0125@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<652675.74715.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <EC49345485DA344DBE11CEB104B2CBB650997C@hera.missoulalib.local>
Please place my email on your contact list.
Paulette Parpart
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Carrie Cook
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 11:47 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
Greetings,
Your email contact came to us from an email send out from Curt
Witcher's
office. Don't worry, beyond this email, your contact has not been

retained
by our company.
However, we do have an e-list for libraries to recieve new book release
information and pricing updates. The frequency varies, but rarely more
than
a dozen a month. How do you sign up for this? Just reply to this email
and
tell us you want us to add you. Feel free to share this invitation with
anyone. If you don't want to be on our list, do nothing, as your email
contact will be purged from our system, possibily by the time you read
this.
Please keep us in mind as a resourse, our full listings can be found
24/7 at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog <http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog> . If
you prefer a catalog by mail,
ask
for one - we can send it on CD, or a printed one. We also do library
rebinds, and publishing of all sorts. We'd like to be a solution for
your
needs.
You can check new listings, reprints, updated editions or new pricing out yourself
at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/catadd.html at any time. The Gregath
Publishing Company deals in some resources exclusive to our company, as well as
handling many other author and publisher work.
Please find our newest research book announcement to follow:
The Gregath Publishing Company is pleased to announce the following
genealogy resource books now available to order through our company:
The 49er's, Articles about the 49er's, in the Missouri Republican
Volume 4,
by Kenneth E. Weant, 2005. 8?x11", softbound book, 142 pages. January
3,
1851 to March 26, 1864, 2262+ names indexed by state and MO County.
AD2147-$29.00
Lafayette County, Missouri Volume 5, by Kenneth E. Weant, 2007.
8?x11",
softbound book, 238 pages. Lexington, The Lexington Intelligencer 4370
Deaths and Chronological Index to Selected Articles, January 13, 1885
to
December 28, 1895. AD2144-$29.00
Books may be ordered by mail at PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370, by
Visa or
MasterCard by telephone at 918-542-4148 (generally M-F 9-noon and 1-4
CT),
or PayPal - this address.
All orders are subject to standard shipping and handling: $9 for first
title/item and $2 each additional. Orders sent Priority USPS unless
otherwise noted or requested.
We do accept purchase orders from libraries.
pre-paid.

All other orders must be

Carrie Cook, VP/Webmaster
The Gregath Publishing Company
book (at sign) gregathcompany.com - without the spaces
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Mailing address: PO BOX 505, Wyandotte, OK 74370
Physical address: 61101 E 140 RD, Miami, OK 74354
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com <http://www.carriescorner.com/>
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're absolutely
right." - Henry Ford
________________________________
Be a better Globetrotter. Get better travel answers
<http://us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=48254/*http:/answers.yahoo.com/dir/_ylc=X3oDMTI5MGx2aTh
yBF9TAzIxMTU1MDAzNTIEX3MDMzk2NTQ1MTAzBHNlYwNCQUJwaWxsYXJfTklfMzYwBHNsawNQcm9kdWN0X3
F1ZXN0aW9uX3BhZ2U-?link=list&sid=396545469> from someone who knows.
Yahoo! Answers - Check it out.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/2e088e54/
attachment.html
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Wed Sep 19 17:17:13 2007
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Wed Sep 19 17:17:15 2007
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home: Morningside College 1989-1990 Sioux
Yearbook
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7030E8493@mail.DMCPL.local>
Free to a good home, I would prefer to send to a library or archive
rather than an individual, but if there are no takers, then I will send
it to an individual.

Morningside College 1989-1990 Sioux Yearbook

I only see three libraries listed as owning it on Worldcat.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653

Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/32798a23/
attachment.html
From Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov Wed Sep 19 17:21:57 2007
From: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov (Stelling, Shari [DCA])
Date: Wed Sep 19 17:22:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home: Morningside College 1989-1990
SiouxYearbook
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7030E8493@mail.DMCPL.local>
References: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7030E8493@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID:
<6FC8706F503D9A4BB691AA7E5E3D94C30535AA10@iowadsmex04.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Shawna Woodard

We would be happy to take this yearbook if it is still available. We
have a small collection of Morningside's yearbooks, but not this year.

We would be happy to reimburse your postage with stamps or check.

Thank you for considering our request!

Shari Stelling
Librarian
State Historical Society of Iowa
600 East Locust
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
515-281-5070
Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov
catalog: http://infohawk.uiowa.edu/shsi

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 4:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home: Morningside College 1989-1990
SiouxYearbook

Free to a good home, I would prefer to send to a library or archive
rather than an individual, but if there are no takers, then I will send
it to an individual.

Morningside College 1989-1990 Sioux Yearbook

I only see three libraries listed as owning it on Worldcat.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070919/
c2923eda/attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Sep 20 10:10:07 2007
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy Department)
Date: Thu Sep 20 09:09:34 2007
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home: Morningside College 1989-1990
SiouxYearbook
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7030E8493@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <004501c7fb8f$f629d420$7a00140a@ComputerC>
Is this book still available?

Lydia Lott-Genealogy Clerk
Satilla Regional Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 4:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] free to good home: Morningside College 1989-1990
SiouxYearbook

Free to a good home, I would prefer to send to a library or archive
rather than an individual, but if there are no takers, then I will send
it to an individual.

Morningside College 1989-1990 Sioux Yearbook

I only see three libraries listed as owning it on Worldcat.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070920/9345a926/
attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Thu Sep 20 13:38:48 2007
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Thu Sep 20 13:38:51 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Mary Kay Kuhfitting where are you?

In-Reply-To: <20070919160017.EC021D005F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <791698.11135.qm@web51406.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Sorry for the general post - looking for Mary Kay:
Please email me off list your email address.
Carrie
...Message: 4
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2007 14:51:21 -0500
From: "Mary Kay"
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New book listings in your inbox invitation
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Message-ID: <001901c7fa2d$52edffb0$bfb01e41@MaryKaycomputer>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Please add me to your e-list.
Mary Kay Kuhfittig
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Whether you believe you can, or whether you believe you can't, you're
absolutely right." ? Henry Ford

--------------------------------Building a website is a piece of cake.
Yahoo! Small Business gives you all the tools to get online.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070920/
ec483959/attachment.html
From SKirby at environcorp.com Thu Sep 20 18:23:23 2007
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu Sep 20 18:23:12 2007
Subject: [Genealib] NYT Archives - Partially Free Online
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA1DB6D7@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
Check out this news item from the New York Times. All of its digital
content prior to 1923 will soon be freely accessible, as well as
anything since 1987. (It's out of copyright anyhow, I guess they finally
decided to let the public access it easily.) It will be a mixed bag
(free vs. pay-per-view) for 1923-1986.
If you don't have the Proquest Historical New York Times subscription,
now you have an alternative.
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/18/business/media/18times.html?ex=1347854
400&en=b8e56f866c4b1c64&ei=5124&partner=permalink&exprod=permalink
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby | Corporate Librarian
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/> 1300 Higgins Road, Suite 301| Park Ridge,
Illinois 60068

V: 847-685-9284| F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From Kathy.Strauss at cityofdenton.com Thu Sep 20 18:26:18 2007
From: Kathy.Strauss at cityofdenton.com (Kathy Strauss)
Date: Thu Sep 20 18:26:38 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Message-ID: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify my
budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the same. We use
our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate. What other stats does
everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
From comanchepl at verizon.net Thu Sep 20 18:52:21 2007
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Thu Sep 20 18:52:45 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
References: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
Message-ID: <00ea01c7fbd8$e8055600$1d01a8c0@comanche.local>
An interesting feature we have used successfully is to count the register
and tally the number of visitors from (a) our county and the 4 adjoining
counties, (b) elsewhere in Texas, and (c) out of state visitors.
You can probably get survey figures about how much visiting researchers
contribute to your economy as they spend for meals, rooms, etc.
Our best tale involves researchers who came especially to us seeking far
back ancestors. They began their journey in South Africa.
Margaret T. Waring
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas 65442
web page at www.comanchepubliclibrary.com
----- Original Message ----From: "Kathy Strauss" <Kathy.Strauss@cityofdenton.com>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2007 5:26 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify
my budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the
same. We use our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate.
What other stats does everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nmaxwell at ci.grapevine.tx.us Thu Sep 20 19:21:59 2007
From: nmaxwell at ci.grapevine.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu Sep 20 19:22:13 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
In-Reply-To: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
References: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
Message-ID: <46F2BA47.4B2F.00C1.0@ci.grapevine.tx.us>
Kathy:
Grapevine Public Library uses these stats:
In-house count (which includes books, CDs, and microforms)
Patron sign-ins
Reference queries, including directions, hours, Internet, CDs, and TexShare (these
can be by e-mail, phone, or in-house)
Circulating genealogy books (how-to, ethnic, on-line research)
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051

Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@ci.grapevine.tx.us
>>> "Kathy Strauss" <Kathy.Strauss@cityofdenton.com> 9/20/2007 5:26 PM >>>
Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify my
budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the same. We use
our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate. What other stats does
everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Fri Sep 21 10:21:35 2007
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Fri Sep 21 10:23:52 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
References: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B40D0F6F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Kathy and all,
We also collect zip codes. This shows where our patrons are coming from.
local tourism office is very interested in those figures.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library
Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Strauss
Sent: Thu 9/20/2007 5:26 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line

Our

Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify my
budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the same. We use
our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate. What other stats does
everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From bhill at rbhayes.org Fri Sep 21 10:35:46 2007
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Fri Sep 21 11:00:21 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B40D0F6F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <002201c7fc5c$b32ead80$8701a8c0@President.Local>
You might also consider your web site statistics if your genealogy and local
history department have a presence online.
Many requests are answered by the web site section especially if you have a
lot of historical content online, so hits/page vies/visitors in that area
might be considered reference questions answered or visitors.
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org < mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org> >
www.rbhayes.org < http://www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org/> >

-----Original Message----From: Janice Schultz [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
Behalf Of Janice Schultz
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2007 9:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Kathy and all,
We also collect zip codes. This shows where our patrons are coming from.
Our local tourism office is very interested in those figures.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
<mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us> jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library
Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
<http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us> http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Strauss
Sent: Thu 9/20/2007 5:26 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line

Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify
my budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the
same. We use our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate.
What other stats does everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5936 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070921/
e0548454/winmail.bin
From mkirley at lapl.org Fri Sep 21 12:12:47 2007
From: mkirley at lapl.org (Michael Kirley)
Date: Fri Sep 21 12:12:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] FW: name changes between countries
Message-ID: <BEECIHLJGBLNIKJHBFPLAEMGCHAA.mkirley@lapl.org>
This may be of interest.
Michael Kirley
-----Original Message----From: American Name Society [mailto:ANS-L@LISTSERV.BINGHAMTON.EDU]On
Behalf Of Alfred Christiansen
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2007 7:58 PM
To: ANS-L@LISTSERV.BINGHAMTON.EDU
Subject: name changes between countries
Recently the BBC noted that research is being done to test whether
the Russian name Lermentov can be connected through DNA analysis with
the Scottish name Learmonth (or variants) of the 16th centrury. They
also mention other Russian names that may be connected to
Britain. The site of the short article is
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987222.stm
Al Christiansen

From l.feil at sjcpl.org Fri Sep 21 12:32:54 2007
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Fri Sep 21 12:33:02 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Statistics and the Bottom Line
In-Reply-To: <20070921160015.D208DD0023@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20070921160015.D208DD0023@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <a06200709c3199f276195@[10.0.34.190]>
Hi, all-I collect as many statistics as I can here. (And use them to
justify the purchase of our genealogy databases, the collection
budget for history and genealogy books and microfilm, what types of
materials we buy, and to give our Administration some good numbers
they can present to the Board, Hennen rankings, and the public.)
*Sign-in register: we also count the visitors from
out-of-area, out-of-state, and out-of-country. (Just last week we
hosted a couple from Belgium who had come to the US specifically to
visit our Library for family history research!)
*Computer sign-in register: gives us the number of patrons
who used our patron computers
*Door count: number of visitors each day (helps us to learn

about seasonal patterns of usage, which in terms helps us plan when
to have programs)
*Number of in-person, telephone, electronic, and mail
reference questions
*Database usage statistics supplied by database vendors
*ClickTracker: a bit of code that we put into all of the
links on our website to in-house and paid databases. This helps us
see how many people are using our databases for which the vendors
don't provide statistics.
*Number of visits to all the different pages of our website
*Number and kind of materials downloaded from our website
*Circulation count from our ILS
*In-house use count for reference materials (books, CDs, and
microfilm). We recently started using a bar code scanner to record
each item that has been used in-house, and found that these numbers
shot up as a result. Apparently when we were just making a quick
tally of the books we saw being used, we were significantly
undercounting.
*Number of attendees at our classes, presentations, and programs
*Number of volunteer hours put in each month
When I create a report showing all these numbers and then
analyzing them, I can make a very solid case for how useful people
find our resources, how important our area is to the Library and the
local economy, and what a great return on investment we provide.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil
>I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to
>justify my budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone
>uses to do the same. We use our "In-house Count" since our
>collection does not circulate. What other stats does everyone add to
>the in-house counts to show usage.
>
>Thanks so much
>
>Kathy Strauss
>Genealogy Librarian
>Denton Public Library
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil, Librarian
Manager, Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-235-4181
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory/
To subscribe to our monthly Local & Family History
e-newsletter, email me at l.feil@sjcpl.org
Learn, discover, and enjoy at the destination library for St. Joseph
County research!

From donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca Fri Sep 21 13:29:08 2007
From: donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca (donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca)
Date: Fri Sep 21 13:28:48 2007
Subject: [Genealib] FW: name changes between countries
Message-ID: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lac-bac.int>
Anyone interested in the research Michael mentions may also be interested in
the following recent imprint:
When Scotland Was Jewish: DNA Evidence, Archeology, Analysis of Migrations,
and Public and Family Records Show Twelfth Century Semitic Roots
by Elizabeth Caldwell Hirschman and Donald N. Yates
264 pages
McFarland (July 3, 2007)
ISBN-10: 0786428007
ISBN-13: 978-0786428007
http://www.amazon.com/When-Scotland-Was-Jewish-Archeology/dp/0786428007
Although the book could have undergone better proofreading, the premise is
fascinating and ... at least to this long-time Jewish genealogist ...
plausible. The authors find that for many Scots, particularly those from
the west of Scotland, there exists a strong possibility of Sephardic
ancestry originating in Spain/Portugal post-expulsion (1492 and following)
and/or in France and the Low Countries from as early as 1066.
I have no interest in this book, other than being a genealogical researcher
and librarian.
Donna Dinberg
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca
Disclaimer: This is a personal note and does NOT reflect the policies or
opinions of my employer.
This may be of interest.
Michael Kirley
-----Original Message----From: American Name Society [mailto:ANS-L@LISTSERV.BINGHAMTON.EDU]On
Behalf Of Alfred Christiansen
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2007 7:58 PM
To: ANS-L@LISTSERV.BINGHAMTON.EDU
Subject: name changes between countries
Recently the BBC noted that research is being done to test whether
the Russian name Lermentov can be connected through DNA analysis with
the Scottish name Learmonth (or variants) of the 16th centrury. They
also mention other Russian names that may be connected to
Britain. The site of the short article is
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/6987222.stm
Al Christiansen

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3698 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070921/55c9fd86/
attachment.bin
From Laine.Sutherland at state.tn.us Fri Sep 21 15:50:39 2007
From: Laine.Sutherland at state.tn.us (Laine Sutherland)
Date: Fri Sep 21 15:50:58 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Statistics and the Bottom Line
Message-ID: <46F3DA3A.65A9.0088.0@state.tn.us>
Re: Statistics and the Bottom Line
We collect:
# of clients/patrons
Postal requests received
Email answered
Manuscripts used
Microfilm reels used
Books reshelved
Vertical Files pulled
Telephone reference calls
# of hits on our many websites
# of HeritageQuest Searches
# of AncestryLibrary Searches
Research Services receipts (we produce copies of records for patrons for a fee)
Photocopier income

(Ms.) Laine Sutherland
Director of Public Services
Tennessee State Library and Archives
403 Seventh Avenue North
Nashville, TN 37243-0312
615.253.6468
http://www.tennessee.gov/tsla/

From SKirby at environcorp.com Fri Sep 21 18:35:11 2007
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri Sep 21 18:35:17 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Pennsylvania State Archives Adds Lots of Land Records
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA1DB836@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>

From ResearchBuzz
<http://www.researchbuzz.org/wp/2007/09/01/pennsylvania-state-archives-a
dds-lots-of-land-records/
<http://www.researchbuzz.org/wp/2007/09/01/pennsylvania-state-archives-a
dds-lots-of-land-records/> >
The Pennsylvania State Archives has added over 300,000 images of land
records to the Web. (That's more than 31 gigs of data.) You can access
these new records at The Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission's
Web site, at www.phmc.state.pa.us <outbind://117/www.phmc.state.pa.us>
. (That URL is a redirect that'll take you to portal.state.pa.us and a
much more complex URL.)
The additions include warrant registers (1733-1957), patent indexes
(1684-1957) and the Philadelphia Old Rights index. You can start your
search here; be sure to read the instructions because there are several
sets of documents you can search.
A lot of the available documents are in PDF format so make sure you've
got Adobe Acrobat reader.

Reproduced with permission of ResearchBuzz ( http://
www.researchbuzz.com ).
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby | Corporate Librarian
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/> 1300 Higgins Road, Suite 301| Park Ridge,
Illinois 60068
V: 847-685-9284| F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Sep 21 22:36:55 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Sep 21 22:36:59 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New Content - MN, DE, RI,
SD - journal issues - table of contents for current issues
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709211936j415f1c32y61c222162e498f3f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709211935o3499c483q6a0e241dd82ec33d@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709211935u32bb0c8bh9ce80e13cbcd2d1a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709211936j415f1c32y61c222162e498f3f@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709211936v105380a5g27a0c034f8cdbcc6@mail.gmail.com>
Just posted online
Table of Contents from the following journals:
Minnesota Genealogist (Spring 2007)

http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/mn-minnesota-genealogist.html
Delaware Genealogical Society Journal (Oct 2007)
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/de-delaware-genealogical-society.html
Rhode Island Roots (Sept 2007)
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/ri-rhode-island-roots.html
South Dakota History (Summer 2007)
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/sd-south-dakota-history.html
From andersod at uwgb.edu Sun Sep 23 16:57:32 2007
From: andersod at uwgb.edu (Anderson, Debra)
Date: Sun Sep 23 16:57:37 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B40D0F6F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
References: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
<E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B40D0F6F@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <9A25DC98771AD343B189F011D22BB0D12CBFC2D4@exmsa.uwgb.edu>
We came up with a formula to monitor our reference questions. We realized that
just counting the people who signed in was not really an accurate reflection of our
reference interactions with in-person patrons. Usually, patrons ask multiple
questions in the course of their research visit and just counting them once from a
sign in sheet is not doing justice to the quantity of transactions. At other
library reference desks, the same patron might talk to a reference librarian 5
different times in the course of finding their materials during one research visit.
We estimated that we have an average of three interactions with each in person
patron. So we multiply our montly sign in sheet by three. We believe this more
accurately reflects our referenc workload.
Deb Anderson
UW Green Bay
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Schultz
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2007 9:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Kathy and all,
We also collect zip codes. This shows where our patrons are coming from.
local tourism office is very interested in those figures.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us<mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library
Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kathy Strauss

Our

Sent: Thu 9/20/2007 5:26 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to justify my
budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to do the same. We use
our "In-house Count" since our collection does not circulate. What other stats does
everyone add to the in-house counts to show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070923/3ec9c67c/
attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Sep 23 17:08:31 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Sep 23 17:08:37 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Steve Morse - Two New Search Tools
Message-ID: <002b01c7fe25$e6810a50$6401a8c0@DELL>
Steve Morse has created two new search tools, both listed in the "Births, Deaths,
and
Other Vital Records" section at www.stevemorse.org .
Social Security Numbers: Decoding Social Security Numbers in One Step
Credit Card Numbers: Validating Credit Card Numbers in One Step
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Sep 23 23:29:54 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Sep 23 23:29:59 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family Reunion Article
Message-ID: <001d01c7fe5b$2dd34cd0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Schelly Talalay Dardashti, blogger for "Tracing
the Tribe," has had an article published in "The
Jerusalem Post" about a recent week-long family
reunion The

reunion,organized by New Yorker Dr. Adam Smith,
was held in Israel.
The URL for the article is
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1189411384092&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle
%2FShowFull .
Joy
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070923/
a4e39270/attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Sep 23 23:31:23 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Sep 23 23:31:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family Reunion Article
Message-ID: <002901c7fe5b$62edf730$6401a8c0@DELL>
Schelly Talalay Dardashti, blogger for "Tracing the Tribe," has had an article
published
in "The Jerusalem Post" about a recent week-long family reunion The
reunion,organized by New Yorker Dr. Adam Smith, was held in Israel.
The URL for the article is
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1189411384092&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle
%2FShowFull .
Joy
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Mon Sep 24 15:11:00 2007
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Mon Sep 24 15:11:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
In-Reply-To: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
References: <46F2ACA8.9EB1.00CA.0@cityofdenton.com>
Message-ID: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD350321B5AC@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Kathy,
We ask each guest to sign-in when they come to the history room to use
the collection. We maintain a count for microfilm used; manuscripts
used; vertical files used, e-mails answered, internet assistance and
computer usage, reference and directional assistance; mail we've
answered; and program attendance both in the library and off-site.
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt
History Room Librarian
Gretchen.Witt@rowancountync.gov
Edith M. Clark History Room
Rowan Public Library
P.O. Box 4039
Salisbury, NC 28145-4039

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy
Strauss
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2007 6:26 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Statistics and the Bottom Line
Hello,
I have been asked to use my genealogy collection usage statistics to
justify my budget. I would like to know what statistics everyone uses to
do the same. We use our "In-house Count" since our collection does not
circulate. What other stats does everyone add to the in-house counts to
show usage.
Thanks so much
Kathy Strauss
Genealogy Librarian
Denton Public Library
502 Oakland St.
Denton, TX 76201
kathy.strauss@cityofdenton.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Sep 24 18:29:00 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Sep 24 18:29:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A23@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor of the
Atlanta Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the 1950s. He
does not know any more about the date but says it was printed in the
paper and "caused quite a stir". The writer was named Edward (Ed) Hicks.
I tried the online archives searching by Edward Hicks and Ed Hicks but
without a paid subscription I couldn't access much. Does anyone have a
fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search? I know it's a
long shot but thought I would throw it out there.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the

intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070924/5f29e11c/
attachment.html
From mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us Mon Sep 24 18:35:29 2007
From: mapiro at aurora.lib.il.us (Pirone, Mary Ann)
Date: Mon Sep 24 18:35:30 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
In-Reply-To:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A23@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID:
<6D8BEE91433474478D294A8867FFDC6E0145FED1@WMAIN3.aurorapubliclibrary.org>
Hello!
I'm sure you have already tried this but just in case:
Is he sure that his father actually signed his name? If not maybe you
could try a subject or keyword and then the category "letters to the
editor" or editorial".
Hope that helps.
Mary Ann Pirone
Genealogy and Local History Specialist
Aurora Public Library
One East Benton St.
Aurora, IL. 60505
FAX:

630-896-3209

Phone :

630-264-4100 ext. 4122

Email:

mapiro@aurora.lib.il.us

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 5:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor
of the Atlanta Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the
1950s. He does not know any more about the date but says it was printed
in the paper and "caused quite a stir". The writer was named Edward (Ed)
Hicks. I tried the online archives searching by Edward Hicks and Ed
Hicks but without a paid subscription I couldn't access much. Does
anyone have a fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search?
I know it's a long shot but thought I would throw it out there.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all
electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.
Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any
responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if
any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070924/27a0fa4d/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Sep 24 18:37:09 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Sep 24 18:37:12 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
In-Reply-To:
<6D8BEE91433474478D294A8867FFDC6E0145FED1@WMAIN3.aurorapubliclibrary.org>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A2B@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Good idea, but he doesn't know the subject matter.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pirone,
Mary Ann
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 5:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution

Hello!
I'm sure you have already tried this but just in case:
Is he sure that his father actually signed his name? If not maybe you
could try a subject or keyword and then the category "letters to the
editor" or editorial".
Hope that helps.
Mary Ann Pirone
Genealogy and Local History Specialist
Aurora Public Library
One East Benton St.
Aurora, IL. 60505
FAX:

630-896-3209

Phone :

630-264-4100 ext. 4122

Email:

mapiro@aurora.lib.il.us

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 5:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor
of the Atlanta Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the
1950s. He does not know any more about the date but says it was printed
in the paper and "caused quite a stir". The writer was named Edward (Ed)
Hicks. I tried the online archives searching by Edward Hicks and Ed
Hicks but without a paid subscription I couldn't access much. Does
anyone have a fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search?
I know it's a long shot but thought I would throw it out there.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all

electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.
Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any
responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if
any). Thank You.
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070924/
eabf1651/attachment.html
From eggers at flinthills.com Tue Sep 25 09:18:20 2007
From: eggers at flinthills.com (Raleigh Eggers)
Date: Tue Sep 25 09:18:15 2007
Subject: [Genealib] reference
Message-ID: <003f01c7ff76$8dc35100$0201a8c0@winxphome>
We are a small genealogical library and we are unfunded. We are considering
charging for research requests which come in the mail or email and are wondering
how others do it. Thanks for any input. Glee Eggers
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/9930faf6/
attachment.html
From Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org Tue Sep 25 09:41:18 2007
From: Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org (Lesley Daley)
Date: Tue Sep 25 09:41:19 2007
Subject: cc: re: [Genealib] reference
Message-ID: <200709251341185995338867@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
Hello,
Our library charges from $5-$20+, depending on the amount of detail the patron
provides and also on how much staff time will be required to fill the request.Here
is the link to our request fees page:
http://www.kentonlibrary.org/genealogy/requestinfo.cfm
Hope that helps-Lesley Daley
On Tuesday, September 25, 2007

9:18 AM, Raleigh Eggers wrote:

Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2007 08:18:20 -0500
From: Raleigh Eggers
To:

Subject: [Genealib] reference
We are a small genealogical library and we are unfunded. We are considering
charging for research requests which come in the mail or email and are wondering
how others do it. Thanks for any input. Glee Eggers
Lesley H. Daley, MSLS
Reference Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
401 Kenton Lands
Erlanger, KY 41018
(859) 962-4000 ext 4114
"Everywhere I go, I'm asked if I think the universities stifle writers. My opinion
is that they don't stifle enough of them. There's many a best seller that could
have been prevented by a good teacher." -- Flannery O'Connor
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/79b7d391/
attachment.html
From Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org Tue Sep 25 09:41:18 2007
From: Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org (Lesley Daley)
Date: Tue Sep 25 09:41:21 2007
Subject: [Genealib] reference
Message-ID: <200709251341185995338867@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
Hello,
Our library charges from $5-$20+, depending on the amount of detail the patron
provides and also on how much staff time will be required to fill the request.Here
is the link to our request fees page:
http://www.kentonlibrary.org/genealogy/requestinfo.cfm
Hope that helps-Lesley Daley
On Tuesday, September 25, 2007

9:18 AM, Raleigh Eggers wrote:

Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2007 08:18:20 -0500
From: Raleigh Eggers
To:
Subject: [Genealib] reference
We are a small genealogical library and we are unfunded. We are considering
charging for research requests which come in the mail or email and are wondering
how others do it. Thanks for any input. Glee Eggers
Lesley H. Daley, MSLS
Reference Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
401 Kenton Lands
Erlanger, KY 41018
(859) 962-4000 ext 4114
"Everywhere I go, I'm asked if I think the universities stifle writers. My opinion
is that they don't stifle enough of them. There's many a best seller that could

have been prevented by a good teacher." -- Flannery O'Connor
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/79b7d391/
attachment-0001.html
From nstallings at hcpl.org Tue Sep 25 10:42:16 2007
From: nstallings at hcpl.org (Niki Stallings)
Date: Tue Sep 25 09:43:41 2007
Subject: [Genealib] reference
In-Reply-To: <200709251341185995338867@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
References: <200709251341185995338867@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
Message-ID: <004f01c7ff82$4db3d150$e91b73f0$@org>
We charge $20/hour in 15 minute increments plus 15 cents per sheet for
copies. We only start charging the "Research Fee" once we've gone over the
first 15 minutes.

Niki Stallings
Head of Technical Services
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, KY 42420

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lesley Daley
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 7:41 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: cc: re: [Genealib] reference

Hello,
Our library charges from $5-$20+, depending on the amount of detail the
patron provides and also on how much staff time will be required to fill the
request.
Here is the link to our request fees page:
http://www.kentonlibrary.org/genealogy/requestinfo.cfm
Hope that helps-Lesley Daley

On Tuesday, September 25, 2007 9:18 AM, Raleigh Eggers wrote:
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2007 08:18:20 -0500
From: Raleigh Eggers
To:

Subject: [Genealib] reference

We are a small genealogical library and we are unfunded. We are considering
charging for research requests which come in the mail or email and are
wondering how others do it. Thanks for any input. Glee Eggers

Lesley H. Daley, MSLS
Reference Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
401 Kenton Lands
Erlanger, KY 41018
(859) 962-4000 ext 4114
"Everywhere I go, I'm asked if I think the universities stifle writers. My
opinion is that they don't stifle enough of them. There's many a best seller
that could have been prevented by a good teacher." -- Flannery O'Connor
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/
d728bb35/attachment.html
From MBrubaker at atlantahistorycenter.com Tue Sep 25 09:53:26 2007
From: MBrubaker at atlantahistorycenter.com (Mike Brubaker)
Date: Tue Sep 25 09:53:46 2007
Subject: [Genealib] reference
In-Reply-To: <003f01c7ff76$8dc35100$0201a8c0@winxphome>
Message-ID: <B283A7DA8D23C34B8E023B2D6C9CA15B096EEF@exc-svr2ahc.ahc.titan.1sourcing.net>
We give 30 minutes of research free, after that point we charge $50 per
hour broken down into 15 minute increments.

Mike Brubaker
Genealogist| Atlanta History Center
130 West Paces Ferry Rd. NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
p | 404.814.4041

f | 404.814.4175

e | mbrubaker@AtlantaHistoryCenter.com

Find out what's new at the Atlanta History Center!
Visit www.AtlantaHistoryCenter.com.

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Raleigh
Eggers
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 9:18 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] reference

We are a small genealogical library and we are unfunded. We are
considering charging for research requests which come in the mail or
email and are wondering how others do it. Thanks for any input. Glee
Eggers
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/6b588a06/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Tue Sep 25 13:38:53 2007
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Tue Sep 25 13:38:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] freebie
References: <B283A7DA8D23C34B8E023B2D6C9CA15B096EEF@exc-svr2ahc.ahc.titan.1sourcing.net>
Message-ID: <45c201c7ff9a$f3b859a0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
I have a copy of the American Genealogical-Biographical Index "Key Title Index" to
give away. It has our library name stamped on page 1 but is otherwise un marked.
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/
eb4c7b99/attachment.html
From James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov Tue Sep 25 14:55:02 2007
From: James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov (Overbeck, James)
Date: Tue Sep 25 14:55:07 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
In-Reply-To:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A23@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A23@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <12801270.1190746502948.JavaMail.root@securemail.co.fulton.ga.us>

Tracy: Your question is not a long shot if you are wondering about who
in Atlanta might respond to your request. We are here in the
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library, and like all of us, we get these kinds of
questions all the time. "It was in the paper, but I don't really know
when." As far as I know there is not index to the Atlanta papers from
about 1925 to 1985. We have in our Special Collections a hand made
subject and name index on a million 8X6 cards for the AJC from
1939-1979. As far as I know this is the only index that exists for the
AJC for these years. It is not particularly easy to use or to maintain.
And it often produces no results what so ever. With all that said, I
will search for Edward Hicks in it and see what happens. If it turns up
some results, I will contact you directly.

And of course, if the patron can offer any more clues about the
editorial, such as a subject, that might provide other avenues of
approach.

Jim Overbeck

James A. Overbeck, Assistant
Manager and Curator of the Margaret Mitchell Collection
Special Collections Department
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library
One Margaret Mitchell Square NW
Atlanta, GA 30303-1089
Phone: (404)-730-1898
Fax: (404)-730-1895
Email: James.Overbeck@FultonCountyGA.Gov

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 6:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution

I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor of the
Atlanta Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the 1950s. He
does not know any more about the date but says it was printed in the
paper and "caused quite a stir". The writer was named Edward (Ed) Hicks.
I tried the online archives searching by Edward Hicks and Ed Hicks but
without a paid subscription I couldn't access much. Does anyone have a
fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search? I know it's a
long shot but thought I would throw it out there.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/8be17d0c/
attachment.html
From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Tue Sep 25 15:41:44 2007
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Tue Sep 25 15:41:20 2007
Subject: [Genealib] freebie

References: <B283A7DA8D23C34B8E023B2D6C9CA15B096EEF@exc-svr2ahc.ahc.titan.1sourcing.net>
<45c201c7ff9a$f3b859a0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Message-ID: <460501c7ffac$1bc806a0$1701a8c0@P08NO>
it is gone!
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: Local History
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 1:38 PM
Subject: [Genealib] freebie
I have a copy of the American Genealogical-Biographical Index "Key Title Index"
to give away. It has our library name stamped on page 1 but is otherwise un
marked.
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/7dfe280f/
attachment.html
From walters at alaweb.com Tue Sep 25 15:51:01 2007
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Tue Sep 25 16:09:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
References:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4A23@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
<12801270.1190746502948.JavaMail.root@securemail.co.fulton.ga.us>
Message-ID: <014101c7ffad$66d92380$0200a8c0@david9bsfpchmv>

Has she tried the news archive on Google using the name of family member and
Atlanta newspapers. In 1925 the Atlanta constitution and the Atlanta journal where
separate newspapers.
David
----- Original Message ----From: Overbeck, James
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 1:55 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
Tracy: Your question is not a long shot if you are wondering about who in Atlanta
might respond to your request. We are here in the Atlanta-Fulton Public Library,
and like all of us, we get these kinds of questions all the time. "It was in the
paper, but I don't really know when." As far as I know there is not index to the
Atlanta papers from about 1925 to 1985. We have in our Special Collections a hand
made subject and name index on a million 8X6 cards for the AJC from 1939-1979. As
far as I know this is the only index that exists for the AJC for these years. It is
not particularly easy to use or to maintain. And it often produces no results what
so ever. With all that said, I will search for Edward Hicks in it and see what
happens. If it turns up some results, I will contact you directly.

And of course, if the patron can offer any more clues about the editorial, such
as a subject, that might provide other avenues of approach.

Jim Overbeck

James A. Overbeck, Assistant
Manager and Curator of the Margaret Mitchell Collection
Special Collections Department
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library
One Margaret Mitchell Square NW
Atlanta, GA 30303-1089
Phone: (404)-730-1898
Fax: (404)-730-1895
Email: James.Overbeck@FultonCountyGA.Gov

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 6:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution

I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor of the Atlanta
Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the 1950s. He does not know any
more about the date but says it was printed in the paper and "caused quite a stir".
The writer was named Edward (Ed) Hicks. I tried the online archives searching by
Edward Hicks and Ed Hicks but without a paid subscription I couldn't access much.
Does anyone have a fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search? I know
it's a long shot but thought I would throw it out there.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of
McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your
responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.487 / Virus Database: 269.13.27/1020 - Release Date: 9/20/2007 12:07
PM
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/0b0c075d/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Sep 25 16:30:47 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Sep 25 16:30:50 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
In-Reply-To: <014101c7ffad$66d92380$0200a8c0@david9bsfpchmv>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B4F96@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Thanks for the suggestion. I tried it with no success.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of David
Walters
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 2:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
Has she tried the news archive on Google using the name of family member
and Atlanta newspapers. In 1925 the Atlanta constitution and the Atlanta
journal where separate newspapers.
David
----- Original Message ----From: Overbeck, James <mailto:James.Overbeck@fultoncountyga.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 1:55 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution
Tracy: Your question is not a long shot if you are wondering
about who in Atlanta might respond to your request. We are here in the
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library, and like all of us, we get these kinds of
questions all the time. "It was in the paper, but I don't really know
when." As far as I know there is not index to the Atlanta papers from
about 1925 to 1985. We have in our Special Collections a hand made
subject and name index on a million 8X6 cards for the AJC from
1939-1979. As far as I know this is the only index that exists for the

AJC for these years. It is not particularly easy to use or to maintain.
And it often produces no results what so ever. With all that said, I
will search for Edward Hicks in it and see what happens. If it turns up
some results, I will contact you directly.

And of course, if the patron can offer any more clues about the
editorial, such as a subject, that might provide other avenues of
approach.

Jim Overbeck

James A. Overbeck, Assistant
Manager and Curator of the Margaret Mitchell Collection
Special Collections Department
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library
One Margaret Mitchell Square NW
Atlanta, GA 30303-1089
Phone: (404)-730-1898
Fax: (404)-730-1895
Email: James.Overbeck@FultonCountyGA.Gov

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 6:29 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Atlanta Journal & Constitution

I have a patron who wants to try to find a letter to the editor
of the Atlanta Journal & Constitution that his father wrote in the
1950s. He does not know any more about the date but says it was printed

in the paper and "caused quite a stir". The writer was named Edward (Ed)
Hicks. I tried the online archives searching by Edward Hicks and Ed
Hicks but without a paid subscription I couldn't access much. Does
anyone have a fuller access than I do and might be able to do a search?
I know it's a long shot but thought I would throw it out there.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all
electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.
Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any
responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if
any). Thank You.
________________________________

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.487 / Virus Database: 269.13.27/1020 - Release
Date: 9/20/2007 12:07 PM
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070925/4e10ba76/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Sep 25 17:48:25 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Sep 25 17:48:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogy donation
In-Reply-To: <46F939A8.222E.0066.0@ci.coppell.tx.us>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012B508F@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Actually we own a copy already. You might check with Cheryl Smith at
Plano (cheryls@plano.gov) or Lynette Jones at Carrollton
(lynette.jones@cityofcarrollton.com. If neither of them wants it you can
offer it for the cost of postage reimbursement on the list serve for
genealogy librarians. (genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
972-547-7343
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Merrill [mailto:emerrill@ci.coppell.tx.us]
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2007 4:40 PM
To: Tracy Luscombe
Subject: Genealogy donation
Hi, Tracy,
We got a donation of a paperback book, A Texas Collection: Portraits
before 1882, edited by Margaret Wardlaw Rouer, published by The
Historical Activities Committee of the National Society of Colonial
Dames of America, 1977. It's 64 pages of portraits, with some
identification.

Do you want it for your genealogy collection?
along.

I'd be happy to pass it

Betsy
>>> "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org> 9/13/2007 10:38 AM
>>>
It's not a genealogy workshop, but I'll be glad to add you. It's the
regular North Texas RefNet meeting and we'll be presenting a program on
some basic genealogy reference. Will look forward to seeing you.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
-----Original Message----From: Elizabeth Merrill [mailto:emerrill@ci.coppell.tx.us]
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2007 10:27 AM
To: Tracy Luscombe
Subject: Registering for 9/20 workshop
Hi, Tracy,
Would you please add me to the registration list for the genealogy
workshop next Thursday?
Thanks!

Betsy C. Merrill, MLS
Librarian
Wm. T Cozby Public Library
177 N. Heartz Road
Coppell, TX 75019
972-304-3627
emerrill@ci.coppell.tx.us
Fax: 972-304-3622
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to

whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Sep 25 22:42:16 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Sep 25 22:42:20 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Arkansas Family Historian - Sept 2007 Issue
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709251941h67f0c891o9cddfdbbff72b174@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709251938vd4cc39bk9c4f70a9a31c83cb@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251939x36e2c941m61cf027251b8739e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251939x202a1f90t5534c78a58792e0@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251939t2a8d6248lfed2991d52d87252@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251940y71d7069ep18a4ac1afcc9e0e4@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251940p29524353l87182735d307e45d@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709251941h67f0c891o9cddfdbbff72b174@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709251942t41533448x4c038e81df882894@mail.gmail.com>
Latest issue of Arkansas Family Historian - table of contents - issue
Sept 2007 - vol 45, no. 3See: http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/ak-arkansas-family-historian.html
Keep up to date - see what you're missing.
Tom
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Sep 25 23:43:43 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Sep 25 23:43:46 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Register - of the KY Historical Society - Winter 2007
Issue
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709252043m480866d6wda98635ae2e98f66@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709252039pf97384m60ba101550aac5c4@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252040s47554fc0s516de5e4085304f6@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252041h7d2afef2k19cdf421e2a8ab56@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252041s62007743x44b3ff46e6caf9d2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252041i786eeb30jccb85a64adc0012e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252042he268behaa7743048c317fc1@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252042y469e2d21l29ac80ad86ec3fa@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709252043m480866d6wda98635ae2e98f66@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709252043p7cba974ayc008e895dafeb2cb@mail.gmail.com>
Latest issue of the Register of the KY Historical Society - table of
contents - issue Winter 2007 - vol 105, no. 1
See: http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/register-of-kentucky-historicalsociety.html
Keep up to date - see what you're missing.
Tom
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/

From datwood at olatheks.org Wed Sep 26 15:53:36 2007
From: datwood at olatheks.org (Donna Jo Atwood)
Date: Wed Sep 26 15:53:39 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed
In-Reply-To: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lac-bac.int>
References: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lac-bac.int>
Message-ID: <001301c80076$ed3eb5b0$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>

I just had someone come in and ask for "the series God Speed, which are oral
histories of everyone who crossed the plains as pioneers". (His words, not
mine.) Does anyone know what this could be?

I tried to explain that it probably wasn't everyone, but he knows better.
Of course, he is also disgruntled that they are so slow releasing the census
records; after all, with computers we should have instant access to the
newest one!
Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/581a4a9f/
attachment.html
From rwhite at hpl.lib.al.us Wed Sep 26 16:06:40 2007
From: rwhite at hpl.lib.al.us (Richard White)
Date: Wed Sep 26 16:07:05 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed
In-Reply-To: <001301c80076$ed3eb5b0$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>
References: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lac-bac.int>
<001301c80076$ed3eb5b0$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>
Message-ID: <001101c80078$c05c0230$6002010a@hplnet.org>
Goodspeed's Histories, I would say.

Bio's and general information for different counties and areas.

Check out . . .

http://www.genealinks.com/goodspeed.htm

. . .

for some more info.

Richard White
Computer Genealogy Librarian
Huntsville-Madison County Public Library
915 Monroe Street
Huntsville, AL 35801
256.532.2360
rwhite@hpl.lib.al.us

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Donna Jo Atwood
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2007 2:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed

I just had someone come in and ask for "the series God Speed, which are oral
histories of everyone who crossed the plains as pioneers". (His words, not
mine.) Does anyone know what this could be?

I tried to explain that it probably wasn't everyone, but he knows better.
Of course, he is also disgruntled that they are so slow releasing the census
records; after all, with computers we should have instant access to the
newest one!
Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by <http://www.mailscanner.info/> MailScanner, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/5a90e59b/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Wed Sep 26 16:48:31 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)

Date: Wed Sep 26 16:28:30 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed
References: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lac-bac.int>
<001301c80076$ed3eb5b0$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>
Message-ID: <002f01c8007e$99698d90$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
RE: [Genealib] FW: name changes between countriesI'm betting your patron means
Goodspeed's (Nashville and Chicago) ....
these are so much 'vanity press'
because the individual told his own story (and who's going to say anything bad or
unflattering about themselves - not me!).
But there is also a lot of true and many, many great clues to help with your
genealogy. As I remember these were done in the 1890s and the salesman went around
and asked people if they'd like to be included ---- and of course, that was the
sale of at least one book (usually more) Many times photographs were included so
that makes these really great.
They are countless - just enter Goodspeed's History of (state).
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Donna Jo Atwood
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2007 2:53 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed

I just had someone come in and ask for "the series God Speed, which are oral
histories of everyone who crossed the plains as pioneers". (His words, not mine.)
Does anyone know what this could be?

I tried to explain that it probably wasn't everyone, but he knows better. Of
course, he is also disgruntled that they are so slow releasing the census records;
after all, with computers we should have instant access to the newest one!
Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/5dba5716/
attachment.html
From datwood at olatheks.org Wed Sep 26 16:40:50 2007

From: datwood at olatheks.org (Donna Jo Atwood)
Date: Wed Sep 26 16:40:53 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed
In-Reply-To: <001101c80078$c05c0230$6002010a@hplnet.org>
References: <BFD61185E2B91F4CBA33901D112329948A4629@srv-pdlc-exch2.lacbac.int><001301c80076$ed3eb5b0$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>
<001101c80078$c05c0230$6002010a@hplnet.org>
Message-ID: <002601c8007d$86356f60$a701a8c0@olathe.lib.ks.us>

DJA
_____
Thank you.

Goodspeed's histories sound right.

I'll let him know.

Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Donna Jo Atwood
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2007 2:54 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Series of Oral Histories entitled God Speed

I just had someone come in and ask for "the series God Speed, which are oral
histories of everyone who crossed the plains as pioneers". (His words, not
mine.) Does anyone know what this could be?

I tried to explain that it probably wasn't everyone, but he knows better.
Of course, he is also disgruntled that they are so slow releasing the census
records; after all, with computers we should have instant access to the
newest one!
Donna Jo Atwood
Reference Librarian
Olathe (KS) Public Library
-This message has been scanned for viruses and

dangerous content by <http://www.mailscanner.info/> MailScanner, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/60fab01e/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Wed Sep 26 17:04:42 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Wed Sep 26 17:04:46 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Sci American article (Sep 2007) Do living people
outnumber the dead?
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709261404y2f70d2fdy4541f5b391b740db@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709261357t76dbaea8t9323129dfa97e69@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261401y16f0688at164aac0653f7e81e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261402y5cdf16d4o3d0b1cc9741411f2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261402w6e3ae243hd605eed5a2b13afa@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261403yd7c8dbeo4b6bed9d2ea5329f@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261403t51de1f9aia9f97193e6db02eb@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709261404y2f70d2fdy4541f5b391b740db@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709261404u3616cbb6ldf72e69a5afde65f@mail.gmail.com>
Scientific American has published an interesting article: Do living
people outnumber the dead? (Sept 2007) pp. 126.
See: http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/2007/09/scientific-american.html
Interesting for genealogists - it estimates the number of people that
have ever lived - as compared to the number living today. It puts in
perspective our task of documenting every person and putting them
correctly in the family tree.
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Wed Sep 26 22:50:29 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Wed Sep 26 22:50:33 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Extensive Update of Regional Genealogy and Local History
Research
Message-ID: <87250.27292.qm@web56109.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Extensive Update of Regional Genealogy and Local History Research
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm
Current, one page site of genealogy and family history resources,
for every Country and Island in the World. This includes all
areas, countries, directories, organizations, local ancestry
and local history studies, currently available or in progress.
If you have any links you want us to add,
please Email them to: vctinney@sbcglobal.net
As a courtesy for the free use of this advanced research site,
please Email us and report any 404 - Not Found, broken,
changed, inappropriate, misdirected, new, outdated or
undiscovered pertinent genealogy and family history links.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory

http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/6edf9a80/
attachment.html
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Wed Sep 26 23:59:10 2007
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig Scott)
Date: Wed Sep 26 23:59:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] idnight Madness Sale
Message-ID: <200709270359.l8R3xBc2024080@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
For those libraries that are interested, Midnight Madness at Heritage Books
begins on Friday.

Please see details at www.HeritageBooks.com <http://www.heritagebooks.com/>

Many thanks to all of you who have participated in the past.

C.

Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
crscott@HeritageBooks.com

2758 books in print and growing. Visit www.HeritageBooks.com

Don't Miss Midnight Madness!!!
Get 20% OFF or more from your order
September 28 -- October 5, 2007
For more information, go to
www.HeritageBooks.com

<http://www.heritagebooks.com/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070926/081ca817/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Sep 27 00:28:15 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Sep 27 00:28:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New - CO, GA, KS, MD content
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709262127n5cd76a25mceb13f3a184ab141@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709262127k56168698o5ae56910cd2d94d6@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127o71d68ccej393fbd17737e134@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127l7065218fucb65f5b0b8fa8f1a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127n5cd76a25mceb13f3a184ab141@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709262128o367ea2cteee48bda06d4ff3b@mail.gmail.com>
Latest issues:
Table of contents for the following titles have been posted at:
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
Colorado Genealogist
August 2007 vol. 68, no. 3
Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly
Summer 2007 (vol. 43, no. 2)
The Treesearcher (KS Genealogical Society)
vol. 49, no. 3 - 2007
Maryland Historical Magazine
Summer 2007 (vol. 102, no.2)
Maryland Historical Society News
Fall 2007
Keep up to date - see what you're missing.
Tom
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Sep 27 10:50:24 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Sep 27 10:50:29 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012E1104@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
The Magna Charta Sureties, 1215. fifth edition by Frederick Lewis Weis,
Th.D.
Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol. II. Compiled by Mrs William
Breckenridge Ardery.
Your English Ancestry: a guide for North Americans. Revised Edition
(1998) by Sherry Irvine
Royalty for Commoners, third edition. by Roderick W. Stuart

The Farrars Island Family and its English Ancestry by Alvahn Holmes.
(1986)
The Great Plantation: a profile of Berkeley Hundred and Plantation
Virginia from Jamestown to Appomattox by Clifford Dowdey
The Order of Americans of Armorial Ancestry Lineage of Members compiled
by Arhtur Louis Finnell (Clearfield 1997)
Historic Markers of Collin County, Texas . Collin County Historical
Commission
A Genealogist's No-Frills Guide to the British Isles by Christina K.
Schaefer. (1999)
Virginia Genealogies: A Genealogy of the Glassell Family of Scotland and
Virginia. by Rev. Horace Edwin Hayden
Irish Family Research Made Simple, revised edition. Summit Publications.
1974-1993 copyright
U.S. Military Records: a guide to Federal and State Sources, Colonial
America to the Present. by James C. Neagles. (1994)
Genealocal Record of the Tilghman and related families by Stephen
Frederick Tillman (1962)
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070927/683a5d8c/
attachment.html
From Donna at health.ok.gov Thu Sep 27 11:32:40 2007
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Thu Sep 27 11:32:44 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
In-Reply-To:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012E1104@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F03061474@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>

I would like to have the Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol II.
reimbursement will be fine.
Please send to:

Postage

Donna Johnson
10234 Fairfax Lane
Yukon, OK 73099

Thank you very much.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 9:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
The Magna Charta Sureties, 1215. fifth edition by Frederick Lewis Weis, Th.D.
Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol. II. Compiled by Mrs William Breckenridge
Ardery.
Your English Ancestry: a guide for North Americans. Revised Edition (1998) by
Sherry Irvine
Royalty for Commoners, third edition. by Roderick W. Stuart
The Farrars Island Family and its English Ancestry by Alvahn Holmes. (1986)
The Great Plantation: a profile of Berkeley Hundred and Plantation Virginia from
Jamestown to Appomattox by Clifford Dowdey
The Order of Americans of Armorial Ancestry Lineage of Members compiled by Arhtur
Louis Finnell (Clearfield 1997)
Historic Markers of Collin County, Texas . Collin County Historical Commission
A Genealogist's No-Frills Guide to the British Isles by Christina K. Schaefer.
(1999)
Virginia Genealogies: A Genealogy of the Glassell Family of Scotland and Virginia.
by Rev. Horace Edwin Hayden
Irish Family Research Made Simple, revised edition. Summit Publications. 1974-1993
copyright
U.S. Military Records: a guide to Federal and State Sources, Colonial America to
the Present. by James C. Neagles. (1994)
Genealocal Record of the Tilghman and related families by Stephen Frederick Tillman
(1962)
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069

972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.

Please note

that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070927/
d0153e59/attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Sep 27 11:44:14 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Sep 27 11:44:26 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
In-Reply-To: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F03061474@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012E119D@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Sorry Donna, that one was snatched up by someone else.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarain
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Johnson,
Donna
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 10:33 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement

I would like to have the Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol II.
Postage reimbursement will be fine.

Please send to:

Donna Johnson
10234 Fairfax Lane
Yukon, OK

73099

Thank you very much.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 9:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
The Magna Charta Sureties, 1215. fifth edition by Frederick
Lewis Weis, Th.D.

Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol. II. Compiled by Mrs
William Breckenridge Ardery.

Your English Ancestry: a guide for North Americans. Revised
Edition (1998) by Sherry Irvine

Royalty for Commoners, third edition. by Roderick W. Stuart

The Farrars Island Family and its English Ancestry by Alvahn
Holmes. (1986)

The Great Plantation: a profile of Berkeley Hundred and
Plantation Virginia from Jamestown to Appomattox by Clifford Dowdey

The Order of Americans of Armorial Ancestry Lineage of Members
compiled by Arhtur Louis Finnell (Clearfield 1997)

Historic Markers of Collin County, Texas . Collin County
Historical Commission

A Genealogist's No-Frills Guide to the British Isles by
Christina K. Schaefer. (1999)

Virginia Genealogies: A Genealogy of the Glassell Family of
Scotland and Virginia. by Rev. Horace Edwin Hayden

Irish Family Research Made Simple, revised edition. Summit
Publications. 1974-1993 copyright

U.S. Military Records: a guide to Federal and State Sources,
Colonial America to the Present. by James C. Neagles. (1994)

Genealocal Record of the Tilghman and related families by
Stephen Frederick Tillman (1962)

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all
electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.
Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any
responsibility for

viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if
any). Thank You.
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070927/
fbd2f3ee/attachment.html
From Donna at health.ok.gov Thu Sep 27 11:52:43 2007
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Thu Sep 27 11:52:53 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
In-Reply-To:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012E119D@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F03061476@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Thanks anyway.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 10:44 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement

Sorry Donna, that one was snatched up by someone else.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarain
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Johnson, Donna
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 10:33 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement

I would like to have the Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol II.
reimbursement will be fine.

Postage

Please send to:

Donna Johnson
10234 Fairfax Lane
Yukon, OK

73099

Thank you very much.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 9:50 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade or postage reimbursement
The Magna Charta Sureties, 1215. fifth edition by Frederick Lewis Weis, Th.D.

Kentucky and Other Court Records Vol. II. Compiled by Mrs William Breckenridge
Ardery.

Your English Ancestry: a guide for North Americans. Revised Edition (1998) by
Sherry Irvine

Royalty for Commoners, third edition. by Roderick W. Stuart

The Farrars Island Family and its English Ancestry by Alvahn Holmes. (1986)

The Great Plantation: a profile of Berkeley Hundred and Plantation Virginia from
Jamestown to Appomattox by Clifford Dowdey

The Order of Americans of Armorial Ancestry Lineage of Members compiled by Arhtur
Louis Finnell (Clearfield 1997)

Historic Markers of Collin County, Texas . Collin County Historical Commission

A Genealogist's No-Frills Guide to the British Isles by Christina K. Schaefer.
(1999)

Virginia Genealogies: A Genealogy of the Glassell Family of Scotland and Virginia.
by Rev. Horace Edwin Hayden

Irish Family Research Made Simple, revised edition. Summit Publications. 1974-1993
copyright

U.S. Military Records: a guide to Federal and State Sources, Colonial America to
the Present. by James C. Neagles. (1994)

Genealocal Record of the Tilghman and related families by Stephen Frederick Tillman
(1962)

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this

information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately.

Please note

that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070927/2b7dc125/
attachment-0001.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Sep 27 16:23:32 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Sep 27 16:23:40 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Books free Gone
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B012E150B@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
All the books offered this morning for trade or postage have been taken.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070927/62b08bcc/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Sep 27 21:42:10 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Sep 27 21:42:15 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New: Indiana, Maine,
Virginia - table of contents of journal issues
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709271841k2dcc72ffw550505cb48436506@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709271840y560d5931hdf5cfe45f28f047a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709271840ye013daevb6b706476f148d1@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709271841r6a3eaa84u9e38ea826af79a6f@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709271841k2dcc72ffw550505cb48436506@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <45c595dc0709271842q31b023cdn6c35886a808fe1d3@mail.gmail.com>
Latest issues:
Table of contents for the following titles have been posted at:
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
The Hoosier Genealogist: Connections
Spring/Summer 2007, (vol. 47, no. 1)
The Maine Genealogist
August 2007, (vol. 29, no. 3)
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter
August 2007, (vol. 33, no. 4)
Keep up to date - see what you're missing.
Tom
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
Thomas Jay Kemp
From lenerz at worldnet.att.net Fri Sep 28 01:20:15 2007
From: lenerz at worldnet.att.net (kql)
Date: Thu Sep 27 22:18:20 2007
Subject: [Genealib] New - CO, GA, KS, MD content
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709262128o367ea2cteee48bda06d4ff3b@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709262127k56168698o5ae56910cd2d94d6@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127o71d68ccej393fbd17737e134@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127l7065218fucb65f5b0b8fa8f1a@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262127n5cd76a25mceb13f3a184ab141@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709262128o367ea2cteee48bda06d4ff3b@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <46FC8F0F.2050805@worldnet.att.net>
Tom Kemp wrote:
> Latest issues:
> Table of contents for the following titles have been posted at:
> Genealogy Librarian News
> http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
>
> Colorado Genealogist
> August 2007 vol. 68, no. 3
>
> Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly
> Summer 2007 (vol. 43, no. 2)
>
> The Treesearcher (KS Genealogical Society)
> vol. 49, no. 3 - 2007
>
> Maryland Historical Magazine
> Summer 2007 (vol. 102, no.2)
>
> Maryland Historical Society News
> Fall 2007
>
> Keep up to date - see what you're missing.
>
> Tom

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From abrooks at portlandtx.com Fri Sep 28 14:23:15 2007
From: abrooks at portlandtx.com (Adam Brooks)
Date: Fri Sep 28 14:23:48 2007
Subject: [Genealib] available periodicals
Message-ID: <20070928182345.NAGM14098.aarprv06.charter.net@Library>
The following items are available to libraries on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
Please reply to me directly.

Kentucky Ancestors
Volume 27 Numbers 3 & 4
Volume 28 Numbers 1 & 2

The South Carolina Magazine of Ancestral Research
Volumes I-II
Volume VII Numbers 3 & 4
Volume X Numbers 1-4
Volume XI Numbers 1 & 2
Volume XII Number 1
Volume XX Numbers 1-4
Volume XXI Numbers 1-4

The Genealogical Helper
All issues 1985
All issues 1989
All issues 1990

Adam Brooks

Library Director
Bell Whittington Public Library
2400 Memorial Parkway
Portland, TX 78374
361-777-0921
abrooks@portlandtx.com

Currently reading:
The 4-Hour Workweek by Timothy Ferriss

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070928/3c2ca01b/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Sep 28 23:08:23 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Sep 28 23:08:26 2007
Subject: [Genealib] News;
journal content for: VT, IL, CO, CT, NV, OR, RI, OR, LA;
Mtgs: MS, WI
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709282007v2c8ec3c8l6529d38f0e73ffab@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709282004o70918460w75a4c1fbcbc96bb2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709282005o4036f754gc88b4e04beb588e0@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709282007v2c8ec3c8l6529d38f0e73ffab@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709282008r59ebcc93t8ab8ae8e3dcb3f95@mail.gmail.com>
Genealogy Librarian News
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
*Journals - Table of Contents for the following journals: *
Vermont Genealogy July 2007 (vol. 12, no. 3)
ILState Genealogical Society Newsletter September - October 2007 (vol. 28,
no. 5)
Colorado Libraries 2007, (vol. 33, no. 2)
Connecticut Libraries July-August 2007, (vol. 49, no. 7)
Nevada Historical Society Quarterly Summer 2007 (vol. 50, no. 2)
Oregon Historical Quarterly Fall 2007, (vol. 108, no. 3)
Rhode Island History Winter- Spring 2007, (vol. 65, no. 1)
Oregon Genealogical Society Quarterly Summer 2007, (vol. 45, no. 3)
Louisiana History Summer 2007, (vol. 48, no. 3)
*Take the poll *: Does Your State Libary Assn. Conference hold sessions on
genelaogy?
**
*State Library Assn Conferences*
*Sessions to Look For - on Genealogy & Local History*
**

*Wisconsin Library Association* - Annual Meeting - Libraries Here and Now
October 16-19, 2007 - Green Bay, WI
*Mississippi Library Association* - Annual Conference
Oct. 24-26, 2007 - Vicksburg Convention Center, Vicksburg
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20070928/4fcabbd8/
attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Sat Sep 29 17:51:57 2007
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Sat Sep 29 17:51:59 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Genealogy News
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0709291451i116082c8kd4465f11ab627875@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0709291445t2ce7414bn15d85dfdcd50eb6c@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291447v4669ad3ep154106def4fa02d@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291448i573136ccwac19c6a301900935@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291448j3561125fy1dfe955e76bed670@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291449y5f4ca75an6eda12b736b67453@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291449v22e19bd5l7fc9a1a0c36ce285@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291449o3ad6b890p7dc2835917359021@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291450w4d384337oc2192f309824696b@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291450g2dc1e7c6g21d028fd7807689e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0709291451i116082c8kd4465f11ab627875@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0709291451oa6e38der86cdf85feb40a053@mail.gmail.com>
The table of contents for Ohio Genealogy News Fall 2007, (vol. 38, no.
3) is now online at: http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
Keep current with what is being published in genealogy.
You can sign-up (free) to receive notification of every genealogical,
historical publication in the country at:
http://genlibrarian.blogspot.com/
Know what's being published about your ancestors.

